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dearth of common courtesy. I think it’s
&ted to what I call the Isn’t Everybody
a Chipmunk Syndrome.. The syndrome
takes the followillg form: local person
who has been dragooned into housing
the visiting author says, usually with
great cheerfulness, “1 sleep in the nude
in my deepfreeze. and find it immensely
stimulating.” He feels, themfore, that
his guest should enjoy spending the
night the snme way. Food is a whole
other matter: “I live on a diet of satdines. eggplant, and buttermilk.” en-

who narrates many of
my short stoties, often jokes about white
people’s misunderstanding of Indians.
Silas points out that because Indii are
associated with the outdoors. people
assmne they do not get as cold, wet, or
Rind-blocn as ordinary mortals. Aftet a
number of disastrous experiences as a
guest in private homes, while on reading
tours or visiting book stores, I have
kamed fust-hand that Silas’s point is as
valid for witets as it is for Indians. I’m
not sore whether I am identified with
Sll (the Implied Author Syndrome) or
whether ordinary citizens simply feel
that writers (a) live in cold gattets, @)
don’t eat prop&, and (c) don’t mind
being stored away in basements like old
furniture.
My wife and I have sponsored many
readiys in the past six yeats, and I am
the flrrt to admit that there often b not
c”ougIt money for hotel accommodation
for a vlsitbtg wtiter. But with the excep
tion of Cmd Iillodney, who slept under
our diniwroom table in CaIgary for
several days, I think we always managed
howlog that V,M.at least better than a
S~LASE~~INESKM.

My ofim exwtiences have been somewhat diffeteat. I never envision the
Hyatt-Regency; all I expect ln the way of
lodgb~gis a room in a building with central heating, where the temperature may
be raised or lowered to appmxbnately68
degrees Fahrenheit, where there ls indoor plumbhtg and the occasional hot
showr. Should be no problem in the
20th century in Noah America. tight?
Wrong. I have been frozen repeatedly,
broiled on occasion, and harassed
rcgolatly by gatgantuan pets and villainous children. I have taken slip-covets off
furniture to urn as blankets; I have been
housed in a room with an unclosable
door. and had to toll the bed against the
door to keep a monstrous dog in the
hall. Actually. the dog probably had
good mason to harass me, for, judgIw
from the amount of dog hair on the
bkmket, I was sleepbtg in his bedroom.
Believe me, I earn my reading fees.
I won’t name any of the perpetrators,
for there has never been even a hint of
malice involved: just complete thoughtlessness, lack of consldemtion, and a

I

doesn’t strike back when I dii my fork
into it.
I exaggerate, but qnly slightly. Let me
elaborate on some of my recent experiences where the common denominator
is lack of hear:
1. While my hosts slept in a cozy
bedroom upstairs, I was housed in an
unheated basemeot room next to the
tool shed. Mercifully them wete about
eight inches of blankets. The bed,
ho-,
had not hem opened since, by
my conservative estimate, 1976. By
sleephtg in all my clothes, including my
baseball jacket, I survived.
2. A magnificent, unheated mansion,
big enough, as Silas would say, to graze
livestock. Also cold enough to freeze the
balls off a brass buffalo. The bathroom
WBSa full ‘IOQard trip to another
unheated floor.
3. Upon entering a house cold enough
to refrigerate beef, we were lnstt-uctcdto
take our boots off. The furnace was
turned on for about 30 minutes, then
turned off for the night. Bedroom and
bath were just Like outdoors. My wife
was with me to keep me warm or I pmbably would have died - as it is, weeks
later, I am still sufferbtg from the cold I
contracted. And I just love gobtg to the

’

thuses the host, “and that’s what we’re
having fat supper. Really, it tastes great,
after you conquer yoor gag-mflex.~~
Travelllng writers mast simply expect the
inedible. I tty to persuade my hosts that
them most at least be enough money to
send me to a restaurant. but usually1 am
pleasantly surprised by anything that

the bathroom is too cold to use.
Why not just leave when I fmd myself
in an impossible situation? Two reasons.
I am usually trapped without a vehllle
andatthemercyofmyhosts.Alsoitisa
matter of dlsbelii I keep thinking that
no one in his proper senses could expect
anyone to sleep in these conditions. It
must all be a mistake. The heat wiu
come on in a “lomel.
0” one 0ccasio” I was actoauy
wanted in time. On the way to her home
my host said, “I hope you don’t mind,
but we have oo indoor plumbing.:’
“Yes,” I said, “I mind very much.”
And other arrangements were made
quickly.
Although it shouldn’t be necessary,
from now on I’m planning to seed auf,
to each orgaoizatian that invites me to
read, a letter outlining mInbnom quallfications fat non-hotel accommodation. I
love giving readings and making public
appearances, and I’m not about to quit.
But oh, if I could only go straight home
afteswardS.
- W.P.Ktt4SEu.A

seventh decade of this century,

not the
first of the eighth. Anyone who thinks
of decades in the colloquial temdnology

If you manage to recover from
IVewYear’s Eve, 1999, battl~scarred but intact, you
still won’t have made it to the 21st century

By BOB BLACKBURN

AT THE END OF 1983 the navspapwa and
nevxx~ts gave aide circulation to the
story of an American bon vivant who
had just made a hotel reservation for the
Dec. 31, 1999. New Year’s Eve alebration. because he wanted to make sure he
would be able to greet the Zlst century in
proper style. Not one of the stories I saw
or heard mentioned the faa thet the
mul was a year off in his timing, probably becausz about 99.9 per cent of the
population would think he wes right.
nlisamaze8
me,
because anyone who
thinks about it must recognize that the
21st century will begin on Jan. 1.2001.
not 2000. That is plain fact, and anyone
who disputes it is being ill&al. In our

calendar, there is no year zero. The 1st
century of the Christian era began on
Jan. 1 of the year 1 A.D. This century
began on Jan. 1, 1901. The next will

begin on Jan. 1, 2001. It’s that simple.
The prevalence of this misconception
drove me to distraaion in 1949 and
1950. when there was a tmnendous
foofamrv about our entering the second
half of this ceaury in 1950, whuhen,
in
fan we renuined in the first half
througJm”t that year. And all that
hullabaloo surely will be as nothing cmn-

pared with what’s going to start happening in 1999,‘provided the world swvives
that long. I don’t expea to be here for it,
end that’s just es well, beeawe I think
the frustration of trying to make my
point would kill me anyway.
So I’m bringing it up now, in the hope
that a few of you will put it in the backs
of your minds and carry on the fight
when the time canes.
Should any oi you think that this sub-

jea is a little off-bese for this column. I
diswe. Numbers an part of mu language. And this misuse of them ls identical to the misuse of the words - it
wt”es from wrong thinking and the fellure of the mess media to impose
discipline on the so-called communicatars upon whom we rely so heavily.
Probably this particular mlsconception ls sq generally accepted because of
our common way of lebelling our
decades es “the Twemies” or “the
1930s” or “the ’40s.” and so on. This is
colloquial and convenient, and I have no
quarrel with it on those grounds,
although it is misleading. It would be
pointless to say that 1980 wes not the
fist year of “the ’80s;’ but the faa rrmains lhat it was the last year of the

could be pardoned for having to stop
and think before realizing that the lest
year of the 1990sis not the lest year of
the 20th century, but should not be pardoned for failing to stop aed think
before publishing the misinformation.
The problem may also have something
to do with North Amaicen impatiatce.
That problun also shows up in the pewIii way in which the logical system of
dechnal counting in the United Stew,
and hence in Ceneda, becomes ill&al
whm it passes ftom 999,999,999 lo
l,OOO,OOO,OOO.
The latter “ember ls not
one billion, it is one thousand million, as
the British well know. One billion is
1,000,000,000,000. This is where impatime and megalomania come in.
We read that there are a “umber of
billionaires (in tenor of the Canadian
or U.S. dollar) in the world. Actually
there isn’t one. Properly, a man would
have to be worth a million ndlllon
dollars to be called that, and 1 ca”‘t
think offhand of anyone who qualities.
If there were, he would popularly be
cslled a trillionsire. but to merit Urcrl
label he actually would have to be worth
$1.000,000.000,000.000,000.000.000.
And that’s a lot of bread.
Such vest numbers matter little to
most of us. But consider that it’s exactly
the same as if North Americans had

decided somewhere along the Line that
the number after nine would be called
“‘one hundred,” or that 10 times 10
v.wld be celled ‘%me thousand.” It is,
simply, that illogical. (Of course, it cuts
both ways. I’m sure that there are times
the Americans would rather think of the
potential

perils posed by a mere thou-

send million Chinese then a billion.)
So. just as we are impatient to turn
OUT millionaires into billionaires. wx
seem impatient to ga from one century
to the next; so impatient that we will be

mom when she was amwino UD.

agreeable to stupidly bdieving that we
are in the next one a year before the current one has ended.
When all the noisy nonsell~e ls going
on in 1999, I hope with all my heart that
there will be one among the younger
readers of this magazine who @II stand
up end holler, “But the Bmpemr is bare-

ensurethat importantbut expemive
rewarchwillbe maintained.
,___ _.._ ._
bequesttodsy VVth

. ..,..

your ‘Ml and our
way.. together we
can make their
world a whole lot
safer.

ass nekkid!”
P YOU MS~STon words instead of
numbers, how about thic line from a

I

sports report that told us some football
player had “rebounded from a broken
hand”? Whose7 I think it meant he had
recovered quickly from an injury.
A report on CBGTV’s The Jouma~
said that someone had emerged from an
ordeal “battle-scarred
but intact.”
Neatest trick of the month. 0
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‘I feel that I am a religious writer,’ says
Margaret Laurence, whose commitment to social justice
springs .from her interpretation of the gospel

By A&4iT COHEN

ONTHECOVER
of the mass-market edition of A Jest of God.
Mw@ret Laurence is described as “Canada’s most celebraled,
most popularnovelist.”
As adverfid~hyperbole goes. this
statement is pretty close to the truth: almost every reader of
Canadian books knows that Margaret Laurence was born in
the Manitoba town of Neepaw in 1928, and that while still a
young woman she travelled to Africa and England, where she
began wlting what are now known as the Manawka novels a series of books about interrelated people who came from the
fictional Prairie town of Manawaka. It ls almost 10
years since the last of
The
these
novels,
Diviners, was published!
yet royalties from the
paperback editions of
her books still provide
Laurence with her main
souxe of income.
Since her return from
England, Laurence has
lived
primarily
in
Laketield. a small, picturesque town straddling
the Otonabee River, a
few miles fmm Peterbomwh, Oat. Almost
every week she makes
the tw-hour trip by bus
to Toronto, either to see
friends or to fulfil
various publishing or
speaking engagements. I
bad read somewhere that
her Lal:etield house was
z a former funeral par5 low. so when I arrived
6 to inteniew her I e.x-

g petted to find her
2 ensconced in lugubrious
.-_. -‘5 is&lion. In fact, the ~nrgare~~w-en~ -.$ only hint of the house’s former occupation lies in its belag con4 ndrntly located near lhree churches. Inside, the house is wellg lit, pleasantly and eardully decorated in colour-coordinated
: rugs, wallpaper, and paint. It might be said to exude the
s modest good taste and comfort to be expected of a much more
3 conventional representative of Margaret Laurence’s generaY tion. “It was the only house I looked at,” Luureace says. “I
z was extremely fortunate that here it was, waiting for me. I saw
2 it and the whole deal was signed, sealed, and delivered within
g t\rg hours.”
0 It was May I, 1974, when she took possession of the house
B - the same spring that The Diviners was published. The Stone
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An& (1964) had already established Laurence’s acsdemtc
reputation, and the fdm Rachel. Rachel. adapted’fmm her
1966 novel A Jest of God, had greatly widened the audience
for her books. But it was The Diviners and its immense and
immediate success that catapulted her into the role of
Canada’s “most celebrated, most popular novelist.” The
Divine
won the Governor General’s Award; it also placed
Margaret Laurence at the centre of a wry public controversy
about censorshjp and book-banning. And yet, as she points
out, “at the same time that a lot of people were saying what a
terrible book it was, and
how much they hated it,
a great many people
were teaching it not only
in hlgh schools but in
universities, and a great
many critical articles
wem belng written about
it and others of my
books. I found it hard,
perhaps I still find it
hard, to forget about all
those voices. You can’t
write with someone
looking
over your
shoulder.”
The accusations of
obscenity and the banning of her books from
local&Igh-school courses
- a ban that has since
been lifted - was
doubly painful, because
Margaret Laureixe is
and always has been a
very religious person, an
active Christian in both
church and secular affairs. “The political
themes in my work are
also religious themes,” she says. “In fact, my whole
backgmund was reliious. 1 took my B.A. at a theological college, United College in Winnipeg. I believe in the social interpretation of the gospel. My sense of rellglon has been in doubt
for years, but I have the sense that my belief in the Holy Spirit
givw us the rupodsibility to care for our fellow man. I feel
that I am a religious writer and I feel that it should be said.”

UPONlIER PERMANENT
return to Canada in 1973 Laurence
became writer-in-residence at the University of Western
Ontario. That spring The Diviners was published, and the
folkwing year she was writer-in-residence at Trent University

---.-

stint BS
of ‘lYe”t, a term that ls just about to
end. She intends “either to renew her role as chancellor though there will be a less formal continuing association “or to becomewriler-in-residence at another university. “Being writes-in-residence ls a full-time job, though lt allows you
to save money for writing later.” Now she wants to devote
more time to her books. Since The Diviners she has published
no other adult fiitlon. though then are often n”no”n of a
forthcoming novel. “I like to play it close to the vest,” she
says. “I’ve “ever in my life read from a work-in-progress, and
I never will. But what I’m working on will be. 1 think, pretty
different from anything I have done so far.”
Recently Laurence’s most conspicuous public role has bee”
less as a writer than as a” advocate for nuclear disarmament.
In her foreword to Canada and the Nucteur Arms Races edited
by Ernie Regehr and Simon Rowblum
(James L&me& she
says, “I believe that the q”estlon of disarmament is the most
year

in the peace
is a long-stamiii
one.
During the 1960s she went on several Aldamaston
mar&s.
and although her participation tapered off upon her return to
Canada, she has became active again during the past few
years, especially since Ronald Reagan was elected president.
She is a member of PEN - an international writers’ organlzation that devotes much of its energy toward lobbylng for the
rckase of political prisoners - and two anti-nuclear groups:
Operation Dismantle and Project Ploughsharcs, a” interclwrch group that does research on disarmament and lobbies
govemme”ts.
The most recent campaign was. of course.
an attempt to get
Canada t” r&se to allow testing of U.S. cruise missiles.
Although that tcstlng now has become government policy,
Laurence continues
to support Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau’s pax initiative, because, as she says, “If he can do
a”yUdng at all, his efforts are wnthwhile - no matier what
his motives. But if he had refused to have the cruise missile
scene would be far greater
ii is.”
In pursuit of her goals Laurence has devoted a great deal of
time to mcetingP, giving talks, and writing arlicles, which to
some might seem to take away from her work as a novelist.
But she insists that her writing has always had strong political
tbcmcs, beginning with her Africa” books, such as Thb Side
Jo&am (1960) and The Tomorrow-Tamer (1963). Cenwal to
Long Drumsand Catmons (1971) -a study of tbe Literature of
Nigeria as it moved out of the cultural shadow of England - ls
the issue of cultural nationalism. Through nationalism. argues
Laurence, a people came to ptwcss their own history, and in
Canada over the past several decades sc.me real gains hsve
been made. “MacLennan, Buckler, Call&m,
Sinclair Ross
- they were the first ,gMeratio” of non-colonial titers who
wcrc indeed writing out of what they knew.” In Canada today,
she says, there is a continuous stream of good books.
Always a” avid reader of Cenadla” fiction. Laurc”ce for
three years sewed on the Oovemor Oeneml’s Awards committ&., for which part of her job was to read every book of Canadian fItion published that year. In addition, she has saved on
several juiu for awarding grants to writers. Both duties arc.
of caursc, carried out under the umbrella of the Canada Camcil, an organization she credits with much of the contemporary
renaissance of Canadll
writing. “The Canada Council plays
an mtramdintily
positive role, and we arc very fortunate as
writers to live here. All the arts in this country owe a great deal
to the Canada Council.” It was continuing conflict betwccn
the Canada Coundl and the Writers’ Union of Canada that led
Laurence, a founding member, to leave the union - a decision
that took several years to reach. “I was heartbroken that I had
to resign.”

While Laurence denies that writers and artists have a special
sense of so&d responsibility (in fact, she says. some of her
witer friends hold political beliefs with which she disagrees
passionately), she points out that Io her Maoawaka books
“there is a strong sense of social justice and injustice, ahbough
many people don’t perceive it. In that fictional small town
there is a. social hierarchy I obviously don’t agree with. In The
Divine& for example, Christie Logan is looked down on
because he is the town garbage collector. Yet he’s a kind of
Christ figure - his name was not chosen lightly. He’s a kind
of scapegoat for the town’s problenw, a garbageman both
symbolicoIly and literally.
“In fiction what concerns me is the characters, the human
individuals. All my work proclaims the value of the human individual. The theme is that no one is ordinary. But my novels
are not didactic - I don’t want them to be - and tbst is why
on the nuclev issue I have to speak directly rather than
through fiction?
One of the problems with Reagan’s presidency. she says, ls
that it lacks imrgioation. “The unthinkable has to be thought
about. Tolk of a limited nuclear war is just inanity. The
Reagan regime finds itself able to talk about a nuclear war in
which only 500 million people would be killed. Only 500
million! If you think of each of those 500 million apyourself or
your child, it all looks different. But they don’t. I’m absolutely
terrified of Ronald Reagan. He thinks world politics is hap
pening on television or the old-time movies. He’s an ignorant,
stupid. and very dangerous man. The fact is, the two superpowers have to Iam to live on the same planet or we are all going up in smoke. Only an idiot could be optimistic in this terrifying world, but at the same time. that doesn’t mean I have no
hope. We have to go on believing we can make a difference.”
Just as younger generations may remember the assassination
of John F. Kennedy as a kind of watershed of’innocence.
as’the dhidiog line after which she knew “the world would
never be the same. The violence inherent io the human race is
something we have to oppose, just as we have to have laws to
prohibit criminal acts against other people. I don’t think the
whole human race would go beark if there were no laws, but
I do think they have some kind of mstrainiog effect. An awful
lot of women do oppose violence. whether or not .thcy’ve
borne children.”
Au OF uatwKE’g Maoawvaka novels centre on strong female
characters, and in the 1970s Lsurrnce became pubIicly committed to the feminist movement. “I used to think that for the
generation younger than myself things would be extremely different, that women would be able to have relationships as tme
equals to men. That hasn’t come to pass. In the United States
the Reagan regime doesn’t even believe in the equality of
women.” AIthbugh she doesn’t believe she has bad mom wooble gelling her work published than a male writer might have
hod, there did used to be some special responses. “When This
Side Jordani came out a reviewer said, ‘Ho hum, I wonder why
Mrs. Laurence felt it necessary to include the obligatory birth
scene.’ And 1 thought, Good God, birth is a damn sight more
interestiog than male masturbation. But it wouldn’t happen
now.‘.
Laurence is currently working for the reelection of the NDP
membrr of parliament Lynn Macdotmld, with whom she
sharer stroog feelings on censorship and pornography. A victim of public eeosore herself, Laurence recently said in a
speech to an association of judges that censorship should never
be carried on behind closed doors. Nevertheless, she advocates
IegoJ restrictions on what can be shown on fti or video: there
should be laws to define what is permitted, and viobitors
should be prosecuted.
“My sense of social awareness, my feelings of anti-

The first full-length examination of
contemporary Woodland Indian art in
its cultural and political context
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imperialism, anti-colonialism, anti-authoritarianism, had
begun, probably, ln embryo form in my own childhood,”
Laurence has said. “They had been nurtured during my college yeem and immediately afterwmds, in the North Winnipeg
of the old Len; they bad developed considerably through my
Africa experience. It was not so very difticult to relate this experlence to my own land, which had been under the colonial
sway of America.
“But these developing feelings also related very importantly
to my growing awareness of the dilemma and powerlessness of
women, the tendency of women to accept male definition of
ourselves, to be self-deprecaljng and uncertain, end to rage inwardly. The quest for physical and spiritual freedom, the quest
for rektionships of equality and communication - these
themes run through my fiction and ere mnnected with the
theme of survival, not mere physical survival, but a survival of
the spirit, with human dignity and the ability to give and
receive love.”
She says to me: “I really have a sense of faith. I have felt this
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all my life.” The strong moral voice that distinguishes her
novels is clearly audible when she talks about the various
causes she has espoused since her return to Canada. Bat
perhaps her work de.wws to be -II,
as she hopes it will be.
as springbxgfmm religious roots. “AU the symbols of the Old
and New Testaments come into my work. The Bible is a constant reference. Read the last paragraph of A Jest of God and
you will see what I mean.” God’s mercy on reluctant jesters.
God!. grace on foo&. God’s pity on God.
Unfortunately - or perhaps not - a writer has the last
word inside the mvers. but once the book is closed it is up to
the reader to decide the meaning. After oar conversatioos
about the post-nuclear world, the focus somehow shifted to
life on other planets. Laurence has read, it turns out, all of
Carl Sagan’s books, and is completely in agreement with hi
assertion that them is life on other plamts. “I used to look out
at the stars and I would think that there are other intelligent
meatores. Bat for us, we have only ourselve& and we have to
try to do what we can.“0
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Anne Hebert’s powerful new novel, In fhe Shadow of
the Wind, is a subtle conversation between
water and wind: sometimes breathless, sometimes cresting

By ARIT.

In the Shadow of the Wind, by Anne
Heben. translated from the French bv
Sheila &hman, Stoddaa, 184 pag&,
SM.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7737 2016 2).
the Shadow @ the
Wind @es Fous de Bassan) requires an

ANNE H8BERT’S In

extraordinary reader, because it ls an extraordinaty novel, as superbly elusive as
the elements that wntrol its world. This
is a novel of wind and water; ‘5hmoghout this story you most never lose sight
of the wind, of the presence of the wind,
its keen voice in our ears, its salty breath
on our lips. No act is performed by men
or v:oman in this land that ls not accompanied by the wind.” Its effect ls maddening, intoxicating. Once again, Anne
Hebert has p&d open the unlmaginable, imagined for us the underbelly of
an eerie and intractible, irrevocably
doomed, place and people.
Chiftin Creek is a Gasp6 village, settled in 1782by United Empire Loyalists.
Separate from the outside world except
for the occasional American in search of
scenery, it ls isolated, so claustrophobic
as to be incestuous. It can be nothing but
incestuous; them are only four family
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names in the village: Jones, Brown,
Atkins, and Maedonald. Each character
is every other character’s brother or aunt
or cousin; they are also e&h other’s
memory and each other’s conscience.
“Too close to one another. Those pwpie are never alone. They hear each
other breathing. Can’t move their little
finger without their neighbow knowing.
Their most secret thoughts ere snatched
at the source, wry quickly no longer
belong to them, haven’t time to bemme
scape indelibly beautiful; it “‘gleams
with liquid light, earth, sky, and water
radiant as far as the eye can see.” Sea on
one side, forest on the other, their world
ls ttotbing less than Edenic.
But every Eden has its serpent, and
Griffin Creek is no exception. He is
Stevens Bmwn, a pied piper f@tre determined to “unmask them all.” Returning
to Griffm Creek afmr an absence of tive
years, he splinters the community like a
gannet plugin
into still water. He
offers hip services as a hired man to his
cousin’s widow and, from there, snakes
his way into position as Griffin Creek’s
conscience and seducer. Stevens Brown
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shines as the epicentre of the novel, a
turbulent, rebellious character whose
sole motivation is to infuriate others.
“He’s like the tree planted in the middle
of en earthly paradise. The knowledge
of good and evil have no secrets from
him.” To the villagers, especially Nora
and Ollvla A&ii. he is both attmctive
and repellent. They are Stevens’s
cousins, but they are themselves cousins,
double couslas; their motbexs are sisters
who married brotliers: Aad they am
doubly delectable because they are
inseparable, “Siamese twins since bll,
never apart, tilled with secrets uaexpressed.” That Stevens cannot ignore
their delectation gives rive to the violent
event that destroys ariftin Creek
forever.
Having slumbered themselves into
darkness, the villagers awaken one night
to discover that Olivia and Nom Atm
have not returned home from a visit.
The ensuing search for the cousins, a
futile hurling of voicxs into the wind,
yields nothing. Only tbe see spills up
fragments, a blue bracelet, a pink belt,
and finally, the fish-nibbled trunk of
Nora’s body. Murder. The community is
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invaded by a paunchy, evil-smelling
detective determined
to collect his
twvtud and indict Stevens Brown. But

what ls worst is the violation of the people themselves. “We the people of GrifCm Creek. having been left behind by

events, are unable to follow any longer,
we ax overwhelmed by the disappearrncc of Nom and Olivia and have
no time for the necessary cross-checking
among ourselves, we’ve been made to
confront the police and charged with
replying, without having time to consult
among ourselves and think things over.”
The seduction of Griffin Creek is cornplete. They are, all of them, responsible
for the girls’ deaths, and this knowledge
cracks their insular world wide open, at
the same time as they are even more
gmtcsquely united. “The village is surrounded. Stevens is with us for all eternity, not just passing thmugh for a
single summer. reduced to the terrible
act of a single summer, one out of all the
suns and nmmts that make up the summers at Griffin Creek. We are together,
united, one to the other, for better, for
worse, until the face of the world has
gone by.” They are damned.
The novel’s form is somethiug like a
Book of Lives. H&but uses diifcrent
points of view to retell events, more tarture than narrative, more voice than
content. We enter the novel in 1982
through the Reverend Nicholas Jones, a
minister
“without
a flock”
who,
“unable
to avoid God.”
bewmes
“guardian
of the Word at Griffin
Creek.” He is an irascible old man,
largely intwcsted in self-justification.
who peppers his narrative with pious expostulations from the Bible. “Turning
chronology upside down,” Nicholas
Jones decides to “begat his ancestors”
and thus takes us back to 1936, Griffm
Creek’s
last
innocent
summer.
Stevens’s two sections, one in 1936 and
one in 1982 (oh yes, he outlives them
ail!), arc chilling aiscemtions
of the
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Olivia is that “they grew too big. Real
women.” They ax getting ready to take
over from their mothers (Olivia already
ha& they are getting closer to the power
of their grandmother FeIiity, the undisputed matriarch who teaches them to
bathe in the sea at sunrise. Stevens cannot bear theirpotential. That is what he
is determined to negate. He wants to put
them in their places, and so his killing of
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By RUPERT SCWEDtiR

Olivia and Nom is more than a killing of
children. -&rffin

Creek, impotent and
issueless, dies.
The end of the summer of 1936 and
the murder of innocence is heralded by a

terrific apocalyptic storm. magnificently
written and the central metaphor of the
novel. The houses of Griffin Creek
stand in Q sea of water, like Arks, and
Stevens confmnts the storm on the
shore, shouting into the wind. While the
villagers

cower

inside,

Stevens

hurls

himself into chaos, shouts himself
hoarse “to accompany the &mental
fury.” That inarticulation. that calling
into the wind, is the novel’s refrain.

These chamctets can only shout into the
wind, scream into night. The search for
Nora and Olivia is exactly that, disem-

bodied voices calling namea that are not
heard. Their disappearance embodies all
loss: lost voicea and the loss of
innocence.
In :he Shadow of fhc Wind is,
ultimately. a subtle conversation between water end wind. Its style is
evocative of both elements, sometimes
breathless and sometimes cresting, but
so pure and controlled that one stops
and rereads paragraphs for the pleasure

Johmde Cross, by Terence de Vere
White, Victor Gollancr (Academic
Press). 160 page%.S23.50 cloth (ISBN
575 03333 9).
oh’ MAY6. 1880, George Eliot shocked
her hordes of admirers and intimates.
The death of George Henry Leaves,with
whom she had lived for 24 years. had so
devastated her that she had retired into
nttmbed sechtsion, not unlike Victoria
atIer the death

of Albert. Suddenly,
shockingly, her private wedding to John
Walter Cross, mme 20 years her junior,
was annc.unccd only aftw the couple had
left for the continent. The next bulletb~

came fmm Venice: the bridegroom had
jumped into the Grand Canal. He
recovered, but six months after their
return to London came the ennounc~
ment of the death of George Eliot. Poor
Johtmie Cross- -“GeorgeEliot’swidow,”
they were soon celling hint in the clubs
- survived licr by 44 years.
The dramatic possibilities of such
material has now been exploited by Irish
novelist Terence de Vex White, who
since 1948 has pmduced 14 volumes of
fiction. Works such as Luc(fer Falling
(1966). The Radirh Memoirs (1974). and
Birds qf Prey (1980) demonstrate the

shrewdness. the talent for sharp. concise
characterization, and the wit that have
established his rr.putation as a rewarding
and enterteinbtg writer of llctlon. He
has also, however, been working in
other forms: history, topography. an
autobbgraphy, and chiefly biography.
One is particularb relevant here: A Leqf

of letters to a Flcrlda friend, letters that
are new answcrcd and thus address a
void. The village speaks mostly through
the idiot Per&al Brown (Stevens’s
brother), a lament poignant and effective. Only occasionaly does he seem too
much like Faulkner’s Bcnjy, too given to
howling at the moon. Nora Atkins’s
Book is adolescent innocence,, offended
play. It is Olivia Atkbu’s action that is
rendered most hauntingly, from a place
beyond death. Hebert has said that she
wants to make the pure voice of
femaleness heard. Olivia of the High Sea
is quintessential femaleness. perfect, an
echo of the lost Eden underlined by the
powerful regcnemtive
force of the
wanen in the novel. It is no wonder that
Stevens’s pcrceptian
of Nora and

r

fmm the Yellow Book: The Letters and
Diaries of George Rgerton. For in the

of the language. This dlffcult effect
calls for an imaginative and yet
perspictiious translation, which hes
been, I think, achicvcd. Only some too
obvious repetitions mar the whole, and
they are quickly forgotten.
That such a strange world has been
captured, not onIy in content @tt in tone
and sibilance, is a tare event. In the
Shadow of the Wind won France’s Prix
F&nina for 1982. It was well-deserved.0
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work just published White wmbines the
resources and materials of the tmvellst
with those of the biographer.
Johnnie Craw bcglns not long before
the death of George Eliot’s widower in
1924. Colin Cathcart. an ambitious,
smart, young journalist. stumbles quite
by chance on the 83-year-old Cross.
Colih is ito admirer of George Eliot; he
describes her with the usual CM& as
“that 8xat horsefaced women,” and
gets “bogged down” in all her works
except Middlemach. John Walter Cross
is now a club bore., an “Ancient
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Mariner”
clutching at unwilling
lisruners, stuffy, conventional, dithering; but Coli”, desperate for mawial for
a new book - his future marriage
depends 0~1its success - courts the old
man somewhat like Henry James’s
predatory journalist in The Aspern
Papers. He hopes, through Cross, to inv&gale Ihe notorious mystery, 10 profit by hitherto unrevealed information,
to get “rhe whole story” of the
romoured suicide attempt in Venice.
Cross, on his side, is aoxious to reveal
his secret to a sympathetic audience, for
he ievs tbar some “skonk” Iike Lytton
Slrachey, with the “sneuing suggestive
“css” of his Emhenf Victorians, will
disroa the “facts ” While ingeniously
akernates Coli” and Cross, his two narrators, ihroogh a complicatea series of
movement and counter-movements o”
the way fo an %.xplaMion.” After
Cross’s sudden death. leavi”a Colin and
Ihe reader with alter&w ~“jectores,
a” epilogue neatly rounds off the novel:
Colin and his bride honeymoon in
Venice, in the same hotel, perhaps in fhe
ssnle
room,as their pridece.isors
of
X%20.
The mixrum of fact and !ictIon, as in
Anthony Burgess’s E&h& Powers and
Timothy Findley’s Famous Last Word%
is both intriying and irritating. White
quotes diiectly from the letters of
George Eliot, quite legitimately since
Cross collected, edited, and published
three volumes of rhem in 18&I,five years
after her death. (I” the process, in order
to play down the men with whom she
had had close relations and to present a
less earthy George Eliof to the public,
Cross mutilated and bmvdlerixd many
of them.) On the other hand, White
refers to soluccs lhat would “Ol have
been available al the time of the events
of the novel. Like Burgess and Fi”dIey
he creates conversations, betwee” Cross
and George Elior and others. He quotes
from a letter from George Blot to Cross
dated Oct. 16, 1879, and so far I have
found no widence that such a leuu ever
existed. One begins to wonder about
ocher details, other “facts.” Did Cross
die at Chester Square, for example. a”
actual address? Facr or fiction?
For me, the irritations am o-me
by fhe professional adroilness of the
manipuladon of tbe mixed materials. I
must admit 10 B biased interrsl here: if I
vvereasked for a fir of the most rewarding five or six novelists witing in
English, I should with no hesitadon
name George Eliot as one. No bias is
needed, however, for enjoying Tewnce
de Vere White’s novel. Johnnie Cross is
a minor work - his ~ueifw Fbiling is
better - but it is suggestive, necessarily
inconclusive, inventive, wiw, and entertainiw. •i

By l-ERR Y GOLDIE

The Way of the Sea, by Norman Duncan, introduction and bibliography by
John Coldwell Adams, Tecmnseh Press,
354 pages, S9.93 paper (ISBN 0 919662
82 x).
THLSgaa~s A rather surprising reprint
from a company like Tecumseb, which
has in Lhe past been devoted Lo mainsweam Canadian, names like Sangster.
Roberls. Lampman, and Scott. Duncan
is a Canadian author. born in Ontario in
1871, but most of his productive life was
spent in New York and he is well-known
in only one part of Canada, Newfoundland. II would have seemed quite nalural
ii The WV of the Sea had bee”
reprinted in Newfoundland. Patrick
O’Flaherty, in The Rock Observed:
Sfudies In the LitemIwe of Newfoundland, deems Duncan to have been the

first writer of ticdon to “probe deeply
into rhe experience of life in Newioundland.”
It is perhaps a symptom of Canadian
regionalism, and of the wLreme form
associated with Newfoundland, that
Duncan remains so little known,
although ‘his Globe obituary in 1916
referred to him as the “Famous Canadin Author.” At his best, he wa$ quite
a tine writer, albeit always within the
limits of his period. His most popular
books after The Way o/the Sea were
probably Dr. Gret$#s Partsh (1905)
and Doctor Luke of the Labrador
(1904). both shaped by a heroic vision of
the famed medical adventurer Sir
Wilired Greniell. Some sense of Duncan’s general view of life can be found in
his series of stories for boys, which
follow rhe heroics of the meraphorically
named Billy Topsail.
In reference to another writer,
O’Flaherty comments on “that pwennial, sturdy myth, lhe ‘hardy Newfoundlander.“’ This myth generally shapes
Duncan’s work. There is Me smse of
the joy of the fishing life, of dances and
parties, the “times” that are such a part
of our contemporary view of rhe old
Newiotmdlsnd outport. Donean shows
only the straggle, as in “The Fruits of
Toil,” in which the closest thing to
triumph is a momentary survival: “Ay,

Ihe sea has measured the strength of Ihe
dust in old graves, and, in this day, contends with the sons of dust, whose sons
will follow io the fight for a” hundred
generations, and thereafter,
until
harvests may be gathered from mcks.”
Pan of Duncan’s dark vision of the
sea may have stemmed fmm hi personal
probluns. He first encounlered the area
of Newfoundland depicted in his works
becaose on his way to Labrador to meet
Greniell he became seasick and had to
be dropped off atthe next harbour. Sdll,
his raging sea signifies much more lban
the weak stomach of a poor sailor.
One critic, Audrey Schultz, has commented that, although The Wuy of the
Sea was first published in 1903, it often
KMI far removed from the 20th tenfury. The stories in the collection have
a” atnmsphere not unlike that found in
the poetry of Earle Birncy or E.J. Prau.
There is almost an Old English feeling,
as these Newfoundland Beowlis leave
their iragik oogort halls I0 meet the
Grendels of the gale-ridden ocean. At
home there is some small prowdon and
tbe fellowship of community under a
benevolent ruler. with the local merchant. Luke Dart. playing rhe Newfoundland Hrolhgar. So why leave?
Duncan observes, “What matter when there comes a night wherein a ma”
may rest? What matter - in the end?
Ease is a shame; and, for truth. old age
holds nolhillg for any ma” save a seal in
in.” Destruction is inevitable, but in tbi;
stoic world the only value of man is to
suive against ir as long as possible.
O’Flaberty notes the essential aceuracy of Duncan’s dialect and sense of
place, but Ihe most inrensting thing .
about these stories is the aulhorial voice.
The few quotations given above show
the heroic tone Duncan affects, but
there remains a hesitancy. reflected in
Ihe rhetorical quesdons .of the last
quotation, which often leaves his posidon unclear.
This is nowhere mom perplexing than
in the many comments about religion.
Duncan presents the Newfoundlander as
obsessed with an Old Testamar fear of
God’s wrath. One story, “In the Fear of
the Lord.” makes it dearly a pre
Christian theology: “IL was “or the dear
Lord: it was the Lord God A’ndghty a fantastic misconception, the work of
the blind minds of me”, which has snmll
part with mercy and the high leading of
love.” Yet the narratives themselves
show that the workings of nature supported this pm-Gospel view of the
world. In one acmunt of a small boy
becoming theopathic in his atlempt to
live up Lo strict Christian principles, it
seems as lhougb his obsession is almost
justified by the absence of any glimpse

Russian Canadians
their past and present
l%is collectton. a first in English, with detail beyond
the reach of any but the immtgmnts who wrote it,
plumbs the reasons that drove Russians to Canad+
the faith, politics, and social views of some opposite
to those of others, yet all Russian Canadians. Though
it will speak most intimately
to their children, it
offers lo all a unique vision of a significant part of
:anada’s cultural mosaic. 282 pp., photos, maps.
:ables, notes, bibliographies,
and index. $19.95.
Korealis Press. with the assistance of the Directorate
If Multiculturalism
of the Department of tbe Seere:ary of state.
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of redemption. In a world where divine
accrion is consistently destructive, the
‘Christian leaching rec&men&
is
by performing 1he impossible.
The relipous beliefs seem incredible in
their ignorance of what we in the
modern world regard as sensible. And
Duncan seems 10 look down on 1hem as
well. as in his ironic conunenfs on the
healer whose use of gunpowder as a”
agent of God leads to the loss of his
patient’s fool. But there is no sense of an

alternative. We presumably laugh al
Grendel as well, but in Old English
society, with a very tenuous grasp on
civilization. the monsters in the wilderness must have made a lot of sense.
It is difficult to place Duncan in a
larger context. He seems a bit like Ralph
Connor,
hut his are not tales of
Muscular Christianity and there are no
easy answers in moral virtue. His stories
can offend the usual unity of time as
they often sketch a man’s life from
youth to mt
age. but this seems less

FEATUEREVIEW
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because Duncan doesn’t understand the
needs of short tiction than because his
philosophy demands such a sparse
extension, to show a complete life of
unceasing and unprofitable labour.
Duncan’s vision hmy seem archaic
and even absurd. And many writers
since have created more polished and.
sophisticated
porwaits
of Newfoundland. But The Way oJ rhe Sea remains unequalled in itsevocation of the
ironies of centuries of scraping survival
in such an inhospitable place. •i
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The message of H.S.~ns’s
autobiography
is deceptively simple: in politics the knowledge
of good and evil is an essential component
By PAUL WLSON

Reodiig from Left to Rtght: One
Man’s Politiepl History, by H.S. Ferns,
University of Toronto Press, 314 pages,
$24.95 clo1h (ISBN 0 8020 2518 8).
HENRYFERNSts no1 a household name in
Canada. He nmy be remembered for a
book thal raised Liberal hackles in the
1950s called The&
ofMacken*e King
(witten
with Bernard Ostry). and
students of South America will know his
Brmin and At$mlina in rhe Ninemnih
Cennrry. published in 1960. But apart
from a stinl in Mackenzie King’p oftice
and the deparUne”t of external affairs
during the Second World War. and a
few years in Winnipeg as a university
would-be
newspaper
professor,
publisher (he founded the short-lived
Winnipeg Ciliwn i” the late 194Os), and
labour arbilrator, much of his adult llle
has been spent quietly at the Univmity
of Birmingham in England. where he is a
professor emeritus of political science
and a” honourary fellow in Canadian
srudies. Ferns does not eve” share the
public notoriely of his friend Herbert
Nonnan.
who committed suicide in
Cairo in 1957 after being denounced as a
Communist age”1 during the dying days
of McCanhyism.
What
makes
Ferns’s
political
aulobiography unusual, fascinating, and
relevant is that he was once a member of
the Communist party. He is certainly
not the first intellectual (“or. one hopes,

will he be the last) to write about the
failure of Marxism a$ a personal god,
but he does so with a complete lack of
the bitterness, stridency, and sermonlzing that often distinguish such confessions. Twnpaing his retleclions with a
large fund of hard-won wisdom, Ferns
confronts one of the mysteries of our
time: the profound appeal of totalitarian
modes of thought
to intellecluals
brought up within a Western liberal
tradition.
Henrv Ferns was born in Calaaw in
1913 anh came of age in Whmipig &Iat-the U&rsity
of Manitoba, Ferns
developed what would become a Iifelong interest in economics. One of his
university teachers, H.N. Fieldhouse,
once gave him’some advice that he “aver
forgot: “Liberals” he said, mesning the
British Liberal Party, “and Russians
prefer to lie. . . . It is not just that they
regard truth as rustic and uncouth and
lyi”g as a superior foml of art. Lying
gives them control of situations and
arguments. When truth is assumed to
reside in theories. it is possible and
ad%tageous
to lie abou1 everything
Despite a number of such caveats
sprinkled through hi youth, Ferns was
converted to Mar&n in 1936 when he
read a book called The Handbook oj
Marxiwn while crossing the Atlantic 10
study at Cambridge. He experienced “a

surge of enliitenment”
in which his
mind suddenly began to work like a
calculating machine., automatically produe@ answers to almost any question
he could pose.
Cambridge in the 1930s was a hot-bed
of IeR-wing activity, among the student
body at least, and Ferns was draw” to
the Communist party soon after his arrival.
He became
a “backroom
Bolshevik,” that is, a “da-card-carrying
member of the party, and was ass&ted
to do what he calls “missionary work”
ahong students from the British wlo&a.
This activity masqueraded as
study, and while therr were some ga
uine intellectual benefits, its real purpose, as far as the party was concerned,
was to identify
potential
Moscow
loyalists among future leaders in the
anti-colonial struggle. It was the fust
and last time Fans was ever a” activist,
and when he returned to Canada in 1940
he never bothered to establish contact
with the Canadian or U.S. parties. He
was still a Marxist, he says, but his lnwrest in the party as such simply
withered away.
Ferns frequently speculates on the
ease with which he was able to embrace
Marxism. Most significant in his mind
were the “archetypes” or basic notions
that Marxism appears to shaJe with
Christianity, such as the idea of progress
in human affairs, or the belief that suffeting is a necessary and ennobling pro-
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cess. Such parallels made Marxism seem
compatible
with Western Christian
liberalism.
Yet while proselytizing
emoy
the foreign students at Cembridge. Ferns observed something that
seems to nte eveo more fundsmental:
students who retained e strong sense of
traditional morality rooted in religion
were practically impervious to his advences. “The Marxist missionary,”
Ferns concludes, “only succeeds \vhen
for some reason or other a moral
vecu”” is crated in people’s minds.
Then Max.is”t flows in to till the emptiness.” Although Ferns does not dwell
o” the point. it is r judgwnent he would
no doubt apply to himself as well.
How was Ferns able to maintain his
faith in the fete of what was going on in
the Soviet Union? I”te%zstbtgly, his first
“niggliling doubts” were spawned not by
the testimony of writers like And& Gide
or Bertrand Russell but by a” exhibition
of Soviet art in Paris in the late 1930s
that sbocked him with its vulgarity and
crassness. All doubts, however, wae
silenced by his belief that the Soviet
Union and its ideology represented the
only credible opposition to fasclm, end
that attacking the Soviet system, es
Koestler and Orwell were doing, meant
weal<eni”g the comm0” str”ggle agehtst
the wetest evil in the world.
Th”t belief, ln fact, was merely a practical interpretation
of the Marxist
dogma, still widely held today, that
fascism is the inevitable oqtcome of
monopoly capitaliim. The real beginning of Ferns’s apostesy came in the
form of a letter written to him during the
war by a Cambridge acquaintance,
A.M. Schlesinger Jr. “The difference
between Nezism end liberal capitalism
seems to me far greater the” between
N&m and Communism,” Schlesinger
wote. “The basic issue is the location of
power: end it seems to me to be simply
disi”ge”ttous to talk of Nazism as the
lest resort of entrenched capitalism.”
Ferns wes so upset by the letter that he
could hardly beer to read it. It runeined
in the back of his mind until 20 years
later \vhe”, he said, he “could no longs
endure the mental confusion and inadequacy of Marxisnt and had to find for
the sake of sanity a “tore satisfying
general set of propositions concernink
. history.” Tbis ce”te graduelly. through
a careful study and reappralsel of Hobbes’s Leviurhm, and Rousseau’s Social
Contmct.
Hip beliefs were further
altered by his experiences BI dea of the
faculty of mmmerce and social sciences
at the University of Bbminghent, and by
his research in Argentina.
In the end, however, Ferns’s Marxism
fell vi&
not to e better set of ideas,
but to experience itself, his own personal
ewerience of the books and teachers
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k~es. “Why not let bygones be by-

and friends end arguments and struggles
that made up his life. His conclusions
good anh eviiis & essential comp&nt
in politics. “The United States,” Ferns
seys, “es 8” example of a free, open
society, differs fmm the USSR es a” example of a Metxlst society in an importent respect. It is possible in the United
Stetes to have a knowledge of good and
evil, to proclaim it and to seek to
tnrnslate the knowledge into public
policy.”
In its own modest way. Henry Ferns’s
autobiography is a co”rageo”s book.
The orthodox Left in this wuntry still
appears to believe that wmmunism and
fasc*n are implacable enemies at opposite ends of the political spectrum,
end that being e Mamrist means never
having to say you’re sorry. Ferns’s book
is e challenge to that view, and is likely
to make him unpopular. Yet his story is
.profoundly encouraging.
In the first
piece he has show” that one can,
through e process of rational reflection,
come to the same eonduslons
that
thousands of former Marxist intelleetuals in the Soviet empire hwe arrived at
only through bitt-- and bloody expsience. And in the second place hti has
shown that one ca” do so without
lobototiing
one’s social conscience or
closing one’s eyes to the real nature of
power or the existence of misery in the
world. His btsights into totalitarianism
may not be es profound es those of Hanneb Arendt or George Orwell, but they
are practical, penetrating, and valuable.
co&ie”ce
acd personal respoiibility
ce” still be essential factors in politics.0
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By JON PEIRCE

War Cdmlnel 0” T&I: The Rauee
Case, by Sol Liltma,
Lester & Orpen
Dmnys, 194 pages, 517.95 cloth (ISBN 0
88619 037 1).
.asto~u) m covw( the east of Helmut
Rauca, the first Canadian clti?e” ever
fomtelly charged with war crimes. CBC
journalist Sol Littmen was asked by col-
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gones? Isn’t it a bit unseemly to pursue
a” old me” who’s “ever henned anyone
in this country?
Recognizing that many
other Canadians were wondering the
same thing,
Littman
wrote
War
C?iminal on Trial in a” attempt to
answer those questioap for all Canadians. No one who reads the book \\ith
any care should have to esk again.
This isn’t to say that Littman is heavyhanded or propagandistic - quite the
-e.
Though hi attitude toward
Rauca is clear nough. not the least of
his virtua es a titer is the restraint with
which he elIova Reuen’s grisly story to
tell itself. And Littman ls also to be &I&
for the thoroughness with which
he has done hi homework; his research
included interview with dozens of SWvivo& of the Kaunao, Lithuania, ghetto
where Rauca did his dirtiest work. and a
lengthy sacb of court records both in
this country and ia Europe. As a result,
he makes his point more effectively the”
e “tore strident, less professional \vtiter
would have done.
War Criminal tells us disappointingly
little about Rawa’s personal life. AU we
learn. basically, is that young Helmut
always did well in tiool
but found
clerking in the local textile mill dull and
thus decided to become a poliamen -a
career to which he was altogether too
well suited. Eve” a few details about bis
boyhood and adolescence might help us
understand what made him the brute he
wes destined to bsome.
But this lack of petsonel detail is more
than compensated by tbe detailed 80
munt Littman provides of Rawa’s activities at Kaunes. where he wes directly
responsible
for over 11,000 Jewish
deaths, and by bis equelly detailed
discussion of U.S. end Canadian postwar bnmigtation policy with respect to
Nezl war crlmbmls - a policy that
ellowd Rauca end many others like him
to live in ease in North Anwice for
more than 30 years while often denyhtg
entry to their Jewish victims. It b this
section that will probably emuse the
most contmveray. Not many people outside of the Jewish conmumity are apt to
be aware of just how lax the U.S. and
Canada have bee” in their prosecution
of ex-hlads. Liltman has done a most
useful service by setting the shameful
record straight.
He has done useful service, av well, by
chronicling the spirited, imaginative,
and determined resiste”ce mounted by
the ghetto community’s
leader, Dr.
Hlchanan Elkes; its engineering expert,
Chelm Lipman; underground journalist
George Kadish; end e host of othera.
Though space allows only the briefest
glimpses of these fesclnatlng figures,
each would be worth a book to hbmelf.

.~.. - ___ .____-_-

I hope Littman will be telling us more
about these people in his subsequent
\xwk.
Of Rauca’s deeds he hcs tc.ld us
enough end more. A fanatic Hitlctite
from the start, Raucc joined the Nczis
two years before Hitler took powcx and
xas proud of having recruited 23 police
colleagues into the pcrty. As “Jewish affain specialist” at Kaunas he was the
Nazi official most directly responsible
for enforcing the policies of terror
designed to hold the ghetto in subjep
tion. Whip in hand and Alsatian at heel.
he was B familiar and fearsome sight;
wherever he went, death and destmction
were to follcnv.
Rauca personally superintended tive
major “opemtions” h:? +ich the ghetto
population of Kaunas was systematically
riped out. In one, the “Gmsse Aktion”
of Oct. 28, 1941, he “declared redundant” some 9,200 Jews, sending those
tit for bud labour (and thus continued
existence) to one side and those destined
for execution to the other. Whenever
Elkes tried to save sotmone, Rauca
v;ould wwe him off, saying, “You will
be grateful to me, Elkcs. for ridding you
of this pile of manure.” In another
operation. the “Kinder Aktlon”
of
1944, he had virtualIy alI the Shetto’s
children rounded up and executed. Not
content with ordering people killed, he
occasionally wielded the pistol himself,
dispatching among othas the family of
the son of the chief rabbi. Ncchma”
Shapiro. At no time does he appear to
hwe reoented aw of his wartime
cctivhies.
What’s almost as apusllinn cs Rauca’s
wartime activities is ihi c&usness with
rhich
U.S. immigration
officials,
mught up in the Cold War, suddenly
decided that =-Nazis could help them
combat canununism.
Not only were
man,’ es-Nazis admitted as immigrants,
some xwe given important jobs with
such orga”hations as Voice of America,
Radio Free Europe, and the CIA la”guage school in Virginia. Canadian ofsome people whose pr&Nczl profil&
mere to” high to be admitted safely to
the U.S. found refuge here.
All this may help explain why chasing
ex-Nazis has never been an RCMP priority, and why, in particular, the Rauca
case should have been such c comedy of
errors, at least until it wx taken over by
the highly determined Corporal Fred
Yetter. (In all it took the Mounties 10
yews to find Rcuca, eve” though he
lived openly under his own name, drew
~II oldsge pension, had a car and a”
Ontciio driver’s Iicence, and often
travelled
abroad
on a Canadian
passport.) Eventually it took the personzl intervention of Solicitor-General
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son, it could make a good book if it were
written by an author who rcsecrchcd it
conscIentlousIy and had a full appreziatlon both of its camcdy and its pathos.
Leo Heaps is not that author. When
he was questioned by twc. RCMP officers in January, 1980, about his old
school friend, he telIs us, “I had c reluctance to pour out all I had known about
Hugo.” This reluctance was rapidly
overcome.: at the earliest opportunity he
rent
to Quebec City to question
Hambleto” himself, and “ow he has
poured out alI he knows and cl1 he
guesses. With what motive? It wmdd be
unkind. and probably unfair. to suggest
that he merely sehed an opportunity to
tw” a friendship of more then 40 years
into royalties. It’s more likely that he
really means the solemn warning in his
introductory statement:

Robert Kaplan 10 release Rauca’s cddress and photograph to the Mounties
and tbw allow extradition proceedings
to begin.
Hdmut Rauca may be dead - he died
in Germany rcccntly while awaltlng trial
- but the issue of Nazi wcr criminals in
Canada is still very much alive. It re
mains to be seen whether Rcuca’s extradition marked a change in policy or
ws merely a token gesture toward the
Jewish wnununity.
I” any event, Littmg”me”t for such a change i;l p&y. As
philosopher Emil Fackenheim, himself a
refugee fmm Hitler’s Germany. has
pointed cut, “It ls not out of revenge
criminals but out of a sense of universal
justice.” It’s hard to see how any reader
of War Criminal could fail to agree. 0

There ha?i beeri . . much iSnomnce
shown of the deq penetration by the
Soviets into the fabric of Canadianlife.

N&her the govemmentnor the peopte
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have been mvare of the depth of scbverslonbytheKGRinCsnada....Inhi%l
placed in government and private and
public life. there a~ people whose
background and beliefs make them
prbne tcqetr for subversion . . . .

I

*

It maker me sad to hear these MeCarthyesque mnes fmm the so” of A. A.
Heaps, who ws charged with sedition in
the Winnipeg General Strike and was
one of the first thm socialist MPs in Ottawa.
Of course there is interesting information in the book, but the research is so
obviously slipshod that any attedwt to
summsria
the story would have to be
interlarded with cautionary quallfications.
For example.
Heaps
has
Hambleton being recruited in Ottawa in
the spring of 1949, after c year spent studying in Mexico, by c KGB agent named
Vladimir
Borodin,
described
as
youthful-looking,
handsome,
and
cosmopolitan rather than Russian in his
style; he is said to have left Ottawa in
1951. Anyone who has reed John Sawatsky’s carefully researched book For Servieer Rendered will feel sure that this is
Vladimir Bourdine (“young, hc”dsome,
cosmopolitan”), who in Saw&sky’s vcrsion arrived in Ottawa in 1953 and left in
1954. Add to this that Heaps on a”
earlier page says that it wcs in 1950 that
Iiambleton studied in Mexico. and that
later he gets his own age in 1964 wrong
by three years, and the reader will regal
the other dates and names in the book
with deep suspicion.
HuSh Hambleton’s story has many
curious and puzzling aspects, and some
day a fashating book may be written

By I.M. OWEN

Hugh Iismbleton, Spy: Thirty Years
with the KGB. by Leo Heaps, Methuen,
166 pages, 814.9s cloth (ISBN 0 458
96970 2).
~NMAROERYALL~NOHAM’S~~~~
novel The
Readers a high ofticer of the
Special Branch blurts out: “If 1 allowed
myself to think of the utter useless”css
of the secrets which half the villains I
deal with pass o” to the enemies of the
realm, I’d go mad.” Later in the sanw
co”versation a CID 0ffEe.r. pbjecting to
the security man’s theory about the ecsc
they arc dealing with, says: “You’re
talking like c boys’ comicl” He replles,
mildly: “The world I live in is very like a
boys’ corn*.”
This combination
of absurdly
melodramatic form and negligible content is beautifully exhibited in the story
of Hugh Hambletcm, the LavaI Univ.%
sity economist
now doing time in
England for having, in the 1950s. given
Soviet agents copies of NATO reports
on the economics of member countries
that had been &ssilIed cs secret. Considcrcd as the life history of a real perMind
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about it. The best that can be said for
this one is that it wil) be a source to be
used. guardedly, by the future suthor.El
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Dictionary of Canadia” Biography/
Dkdonnaire Blogrnphiquc du Canad”,
Volume V: 1801-1820, edited by
Francess 0. Halpenny and Jean
Hameli”, University of Toronto Press,
1044 p@en. 5600 cloth (ISBN 0 8024l
3398 9).
IN MONTRULwe used to argue. during
long. philosophical evenings at the
Henri Richard Tavern, about the o&ins
of Montreal street names. Some of us
thought it was wrong, for example, for
the Parti Qudbecois to take down the
“rue Mountain” street signs, many of
which had been obliterated by spray
paint ““yxiy, and @ace them wltb
signs reading “roe de la Montagne.”
Mountain Street, we held, had bee”
named after either the Reverend Jamb
Mountain, bishop of Quebec in the
1790s. or after his sari George Mountain. bishop of Montreal I” 1837.
Dissenters brought out Stephen
Leacock’s rather dodgy histdrleal tome
~~fontreal(1948),in which the humourist
claimed he had seen a map dating fmm
the early 18tb centwy on which a squiggly line leading from the general vicinity
of downtown in the vague direction of
Mount Royal was clearly marked
“Chemin de la Montagne.”
I don’t recall now who won the discussion, but the present volume of the Dictknw_v of Canadian Biogmplly woukl
certainly have prolonged and deepened
the debate. Jamb’s brother, khosephat
Mountain, was the minister at Christ
Church, Montreal, from 1800 until his
death in 1817. He was also a wealthy
landowner, and it is clear that the Mountain family (George didn’t die until 1863,
so his entry appears in Volume IX,
which was published in 1976)exercixd a
profound and lasting influence on the
English Protestant presmce in Quebec
after the conquest of 1780.
We also used to argue about the proper pmnunciation of “rue Guy”: most
of us pmnounced it to rhyme with “blue
sky, ” in the English manner, on the
grounds that the street had bee” named
after Sir Guy Carleton (whose biography
in this volume mns to 28 columns). We
did not advance this theory very
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vigorously, hownnr; it was more a point
‘of pride, since we knew that Toronto
had named its Carlton Street after Sir
Guy and had managed to misspell hi
name. Rue Guy (rhymes with “Who
he?“) actually commemorates
a
thoroughly $sIikable merchant named
Pierre Guy (1738-1812). Guy had bee”
born in Montreal and sent to school in
France, where he looked after his
parents’ properly so well that he retwned to Canada a wealthy ma”. He
weathered the English conqwst admirably, joining the handful of Montreal merchants who appealed to “the
kindness and sense of justice” of their
new sovereign, George III, in order to
ensure
that
French-speaking
businessmen would be allowed to co”tinue to trade with their new masters.
Guy later quarrelled with his conf&es, however, accusing them of being
too self-seekii in their petitions to the
king; hi own desire, he r&intained, was
to promote social and economic reforms
that would benefit the entim colony. I”
1775 he was one of 12 prominent Montreal citizens who signed the Bet of
capitulation to the invading America”
troops under Richard MonQsnnery. Guy
was, it seenu, a consummate survivor. ’
He and his wife bad 14 children, all of
whom were sent out to be raised in
nursing homes:
This pm&x probablyaplainr the apparently detached and Isconic neted
Guy wrote in his kdger on their deaths
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Brant) and Tecumseh. Lawyers, judges,
first lik, artisans, settlers, &d UC.pb&ers.
Bioaraohkal information about Sir
Isaac-B;oek and Benedict Amold,
however, are fairly easy to cnne by: the
true value of the DCB for me Liesin the
fascinating insights it provides into the
lives of people who have never been
written about before. the minor
characters in the vast histotical novel
that is Canada. For those who can’t look
up “metal fatigue” in the dictionruy
wthout
become
embroiled
in
“metaphysics” and “metastasis,” the
DCB is as teeming with unsuspected life
as a Tolstoy novel or a New Brunswick
swamp. Where else, for instance, would
one leave the company of Isaac Brock in
order to shake the hand of Peter Byers,
also known as Black Peter, who w=
hanged on Prince Edward Island io 1815
for stealing 83 fmm a tobacco shop? Or
with bls page-mate Mather Byles, the
Church of England clergyman who came
to Nova Scotia as a Loyal&t in 1776,
found it to be “the most contemptible
[area] my 6yes ever beheld,” and moved
to Saint John, N.B., to become rector of
Trinity Church.
It has beeti said before that the b&t
way to read the DCB is as a novel; it ir
indeed a brave new world, and has such
creatures in it.0

and the costof buryingthan. . .When
his eldestson died at the age of six. he
contiukd hts pain and serrow te
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Franwir Baby. observing lhat Baby
“did not yet know bow sad it is to lose
children of that age. And nothing

Daddy’s

teacbcrus better not to spoil them and
love them too much, regretsare [lhen]
lcrr intense.”

ir1

Dealing as it does with those who died
between the years 1801 and 1820.
Volume V covers Canadians and others
who survived the America” War of Independence (Benediit Arnold’s comically disastrous siege of Quebec City is
lengthily treated) as well as those who
did not’survive the War of 1812, and
thus a very sipificent period of Canadian history is to be discovered in those
biographies. Perhaps the most important theme, already suggested by the entries for both Mountain and Guy, is the
emergence of Canada as a British colony
after 1760. Military and political figures
- Sk Guy Carleton, Sir Frederick
Iialdimand - still predominate, but are
challenged by numerous hitherto anonymous people who% biographies begin:
“merchant, militia offxer, and office
holder.” The de&me of the fur trade
and the waning power of the India”
population is also evident in the
biographies of Thayendsnegea (Joseph
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Gone IO Grass. by Jean McKay,
Coach House Press, illustrated, 116
pages. 97.50 paper (ISBN 0 88910262 7).

MOSTB~OORAPH~ES
atx about the famous
and the important. They describe Iives
far removed from our own. At least part
of their appeal is that they introduce us
to the sorts of people we’d otherwise
“ever meet. But in her surprisingw
enjoyable book about her father Clayton Barkholder - Jean McKay
proves that the story of an ordinary Life,
well told, can be just as appealing.
Six generations ago. Clayton’s
ancestors came to North America from
Switzerland, where they left a fan” they
had worked since the 14th century.
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Jacob. the patriarch, was a aeaver who
rrttkd on the Hamilton Mountain, in
Ontorio, to mw. men “tired of
buckskin.” His descendants continued
to wrk the land as the family had in
Europe. Then Chyion decided to gather
” different harvest. He became s
minister in the United Church.
As Jean McKay recalls, this vocation
brought out his special.quaJities:
Lirtcningto peoplewas (1big part of
Clayton’s job and he was good at
it. . . . A woman could tell him
awhine. A difticult husband. children
in trouble. whateverwas making hs life
a Slrugytc. . . .
I wdt very old b&ore 1 began to
ante tho special feeling some women

Gone lo Gmssis not a Rdi-fledged

biography. but a skilfully wloured
sketch draw” fmm impressions left by a
happy childhood. At only 116 pages, the’
book is much too short. The reader Is
lh eager for more stales about Jacob,
Peter, Anms. .&&ii, and Clayton the five ge.“eratlons before Jean. It is a

delightful story. You meet, as people
sofietimes say, a real character: you
listen to his songs and laugh at his
stories, snd when he dies, you ndss him
very much, as his daughter must eve”
“ow. 0

had for him. He’d wove” a part of
himself into their lives, and the
IuminercenLrof their gratitude, their
low, w:‘3soften deflectedtowards me.
So therewasan endlessstringof picture
books, cookies. hand-knit mittens. I
MS urcd to it, imtinctivetyrecugnidng
it for ~4~~1it was. and taking it for
granted.
Clayton vas a very liappy man, who
sang “while he showered, while he
drove. while he wrote sermons. built.
cupboards, picked cherries, tended
camptires. His head was full of songs,
po?ms, stories collected baelr on the

Mountain when he was a boy. Songs I’ve
“ever heard anywhere else. that nobody
else ever seenas t” have heard.” He
rould also “roan back into his mwnoty
and bring out all the people and places
that he loved, set than moving and
breathing.” He was always telling stories
-at home, to his son and daughter, and
in church. He loved a” audience. “The
best vay to be sure a thing is true,” he
liked to tell his student ministers, “is to
make it up yourself.”
I” one of McKay’s favomite stories,
Clayton’s gmndf”ther saw maIndia” in a
canoe in the Niagara River, just above
the falls. The Indian “got to” close and
the current caught him. He paddled like
the dickens for awhile, but he wasn’t
getting anyv;here. F’inally be just threw
his pzddle into the water, folded his
arms, and over he went.”
McKay draws a picture of a loving and
beloved father, ensapi~, witty, and at

limes eve” mischievous. Clayton is the
guest you’d always be sure to invite. Not
ewry story has a punch line; smne you
may have heard before; but hi manner
of telling them makes than all worth
listening to. She recounts her father’s
life with a wit and timing that shmv she
ha inherited his gift for story-telling.

Given the tone of the book, however,
one thing seems out of place: her use,
albeit occasional, of’four-letter words
describing bodily functions does clash,
almost like dhcordant chords in a gentle
melody.
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“friendly chit chat over tea and home
made blluits.” Instead he has chosen
the hII-powered specialists and the
renegades, who by definition contain in
their personalities exaggerations of the
general medical character. They are the
doctors who function continually in the
realm of high drama, end O’Malley ha
taken their terms of reference as real instead of dra\vi”g back and see& the
distortion of some of their perceptions.
I” other words, what i# natural and unquestioned by these physicians becomes
natural and unquestioned by O’Malley.
Harley Sandwith Smyth is a prominent Canadian -surgeon
who lives
in Toronto and works out of Wellesley
Hospital. He is arguably the bat “cumsurgeon in Canada, and O’Malley quite
prop& ls bnpressed with bis work
when he wilnesses Smyth performing
delicate brain ~rgery on a young
woman. It is dunanding, lifeand-death,
liighly skilled work.
Smyth is also an avid anti-abortion%,
and while some of his reawning may be
suspect - such as his suggestion that the
seeds of the Nazi horror were sown years
earlier in Bavaria when doctors decided
to sterllii the mentally ill - his basic
premise is dead on. He does not believe

By ANN D. CROSBY

Doctors, by Martin O’Malley, Macmillan, 215 pages, S17.95 cloth (JSBN 0
7715 9719 3).

that doctors have &her the right or the
training u) make moral decisions on life
and death. Pemonally, however, he
believes in and speaks publicly about the

sanctity of all human life, using his
W HIS “EsCRtPrtot4 of preopemtion
procedmrs, Martin O’Malley writes that
“. . . a long network of tubing is used to
carry the patient’s expired breath out a
hole I” the ceiling. The anesthetist winds
the tuubmgfrom the operating table over

shoulder, and the”, standing on a
chair. loops it behind a fm extinguisher
on the wall before screwing it into the
exhaust bole.” The ream” for this prc.his

cedure., the author notes, is because “the
expired breath of the patient cawes a
to debilitate the people in the room, including the ¶ugeon.**
I” that last phrase lies the crux of the

problan with this book about doctors:
even O’Malley. who has studied the pmf&o” intinmtely for two years. separates doctors fmm other people. In spite
of his insistence that doctors are human
and fallible, he never quite manages to
believe it himself, snd so, in referring to
the effects of expired anesthetics in an
operating mom, he mentions that all the
the swgeo”, 89 though ordmmil~ this
would “ot be the case.
To a large extent the problem may be
attributed to the doctors he has chosen
to study. By his own admission,
O’Malley deals not with the kindly
general practitioner who can indulge in
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daughter, a Downes Sylldrome child, as
an example of the love and joy that
would have been missed had she been
aborted. One can see in O’Malley’s
writing that be Is impressed by the

coursge of’Smyth’s convictio”s, and yet
from a” objective perspective, Smyth’s
sentiments am questionable.
Smyth says he works 1216 hours a
day, often through two shifts of nurses,
and often seven days a week. Under
these conditions his ~.~r.m”~ for the
Sanctity of life, although u”qUestlonabIy
revealed in his work, is suspect. for the
lives he should sanctify most-those
of
his three children and his wife - are
necessarily neglected.
Just as it is relatively easy to hold high
ideals professionally (as opposed to pasonally), so it is easy for doctms to
assume that they are deall”g with life by.
dealing with life-and-death situations

through their patients - a ticoncep
tie” that O’Malley shares. In fact, doe
tom often are dealing not with life but
with a distorted vision of life. Isolated
by their commitment tc~their profession.
and dealing almost exclusively with sick
people as opposed to normal ones, their
experience of lie ls Limited. In Doctors
this becomea obvious, but is not pointed
up by the author.
O’MaUey had bee” warned that doe
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tars tend to

be

and ulnvorldly,

“arm,”

professions medicine has the highest rate
of alcoholism, drug addition, divorce,
and suicide. Had he dealt ‘with doctors
on our terms instead of on theirs. had he
seen the distortions that doctors so oft&
themselves miss, O’Mallay might have

but he says he found this not to be true.
Yet details of the day-to-day lives of the
14 doctors discussed in the book tend to
substantiate the thesis:
A radiologist in Vancouver, who is
teaching a new technique in radiology to
a student from Chile, ad&es
the student not by his name but as “Pancho.”
A doctor of holistic medicine in Saskatchewan treats his patients with eleo
tlical stimulation, dietary prescriptions,
enemas, fasting, and urine therapy-in
which the patient drinks hi own urine.
This latter treatment, he says, works
best on schizophrenic.%His patients are
generally elderly, uneducated. and ~601.
The physician, through his wife, owns
his own lab and treatment clinic. but still
feels that he closely identities with ids
patients because he follows his own
healthremmmelldalions. He also quotes
on4 his taxable income, an easily
manipulated fwre.
Physicians who dislike either the
tinancial or the bureaucratic arrangements of the Ontario medicare system
move south of the border, easily
avoiding the problems most otha people
have to face. Meanwhile, a young
specialist in sports medicine pays
%250,000cash for a newhome.
A psychiatrist talks about how he &
taught in medical school to be very controlled, so that if “a guy comes out arid
tells you he strangled his wife, you can
say, ‘uh-huh.’ ”
Had O’Malley tndy believed that doe
tars are both human and fallible he
would have seen that it is mmt difficult
for a person to work under the conditions to v:hich doctors submit tbem-

picture of physicians%Za3 oi leaving them in the rarefied and isolated atmosphere of their profession. 0

Voyage of lhe Iceberg, by Richard
Bmwn, James Lorimer, 152 pges,
$16.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88862 656 8).

ATWSTA DOZEN
books have been written about the sinking of the 77tanic.
Dozens more have been written about
the exploits of the explore.rsin the Arctic
milieu. In this beautifully written but
disjointed book, Richard Brown has
combined both subjects. He has linked
them by telling the story of the world’s
most infamous iceberg, the one-millicmton juggernaut that loomed out of the
North Atlantic on the calm night of
April 14, 1912, and ripped open a
300-foot-long gash on the starboard side
of the 60,000-ton Titanic like a knife
gutting a cod fish. It thus doomed 1,500
passengers who found a watery grave off
the Grand Banks of Labrador.
Because he is a naturalllt - a marine
biologist with the Canada Wildlife Service in Halifax - Brown ls at his best
when he chronicles the natural history of
what he calls this “capricious, icy
demon lying in wait in the dark Atlantic
and ready to strike at any passing ship.”
He describes with loving, discursive,
detail the voyage of the iceberg from the
day it was calved fmm the Greenland
icecap in the fall of 1910until 18 months
later, when it crippled the White Star
Liner on her maiden voyage.
He evokes the teeming life of the polar
world with a lyrical eloquence matched
on4 by what most poetic of explorers,
the Nonvagian zoologist who won the
1922Nobel Prize, Fridtjof Nansea. Here
is Bmwn on the sounds of the Arctic:
Tbc ice ir fill of noises.Cold thoughit

little or no time to enjoy the fruits of his
cu her labour, identify with people who
work nomml hours and have normal
problems? In dealing almost exclusively
with disease. doctors are de&G with
abnormal life, and in crisis situations
must react uaemotionally. These thll
are bound to colour their perspective.
O’MaUey points out that of all the
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out. are the creaks.groansand grinding
squeals01 the pack-icein movement.
Howaver, when Brown interrupts his
narrative of the icaherg’s trak to sketch
the people exploring the hll Arctic during that period, his prose falls short. His
judgaments are superficial and som*
times wrong-headed. For example, he
appears to have borrowed freely from
one of my own books, The North &de
or Bust, 10 depict Knud Rasmussen, the
great Greenland explorer, as nothing but
a dandified ladles’ man. Omitted from
his one-dimensional portrait is the
folklorist’s passion for plumbing the
psyche of the @it.
Likewise glib is.his acceptance at face
value of Robert Peary’s official haglographer that the Pole saekw “was the
only one for whom the Inuit had any
respect. He was a white man who 80
tually listened to what they had to taach
him. . . .I’ This travesty of the facts ls
almost as absurd as Brown’s tlat assertion that the egomaniacal Peary “reached
[the Pole] at last on 6 April 1909. . . .‘I
The tmtb is, of course, as geographerr
now agree, that neither Peary nor his
rival, Frederick Cook, came within 100
miles of striking the Bii Nail, as the
Eskimos laughingly termed the North
Pole.
Brown’s prose becomes feverish and
his reporting erratic when he reaches the
climax of his book. In his hyperbolic
description of the colllslon between the
Titanic and the berg he giva the impression that it was the speeding ice that
rammed the ship, instead of the reverse.
It is as though one were to say in an sccident report that a racing motorcyclist
ran over a semi-stationary truck. In
other words, his sense of melodrama
tends to get in the way of the facts. The
reada must unscramble Brown’s mixed
metaphors and contradictory statements
to determine fmally that the 77fmic was
bowling ahead into the ice field at the
furious rate of 22.5 knots while the berg
was virtually standing still, or. as Brsays earlier in his text, “drifting almost
as quickly as a man can walk.”
Despite these lapsa, Brown’s book is
eminently worthwhile reading. .Hii
research has unearthed (united?) some
remarkable tales I’d never heard of,
such as the dramatic piracy raid and
tmg% death of the Scot walrus hunters
aboard the foundering schooner Sedui-

By FRAMKRASUY

1214 hours a day. often seven days a
wel:, under Iranendow pressure, with
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free. The sealsthemselvescall continually: the long, wavering whistles of
beardedseals;the clicks,rapsand deep,
booming. bell-like culls of walrus: the
barksand yeIpsof the ringedseals,and
the gnawingcreaksas they scratchtheir
breathingholu open. Over and under
them all. but neverquitedrowningthem

tic

world4. How does a p&on who works

.

is. the Iceberg is still melting,and the
reals underneathhear the faint. ftiing
crackleas the imprisonedbubble break

.
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son&. One also forgives Brown for his
sins because he has s wonderful wsy
vith s phrase when recapturing the f-1
of~!vhhat it;s like to be surrounded by
millions of tumbling, grindittg, squeal-,
ing bergs of ice in the moving pack hiih
up in the so-called silent Arctic. 0

pared. As a repmtec he ca” really shine.
Estwcially manorable
are his descriptic& of a Christmas visitto the hi&
Arctic,of the teeming streets of CalcutLB, of the barren wilderness of Mou”t
Sinai, and of a Nepalese clinic at the
“very Fdge of the roof of the world,”
where
As we spoke, I had tbe illurion I could
almost reach out and touch the IIWUIItti opposite(the sowllcd Third Pole
of the earth) as they suddenlyturnedso
white they made my eyedache.Gigantic
and raw-toothed, like the maw of s
grea, shark about to consumethe azure
ocesn of the sky, they are trtple the
kefsht of the mountainsaround aan%
Yet all about us was lush lropical
growth: hugept4nsettia.s
twelveto dghteen feet high. with crimson bloomsas
large BI)oversizeddinner plates. orange
trees.banana grows.

REVIEW

Ey M4RIA #OR VATH

Wmpttr’s Iietms and Hell, by Tom
Htupur, Oxford, 248 pages, $19.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 I9 540425 4) and $9.95 paper
(ISBN 0 19 540428 9).
TOM HARPUR. a former
Anglican
minister, was for 12 years the religion
editor of the Toronto S1ar3 where many
of the pieces in this book (to which he
has added several new essays) first ap-

U”fort”“ately, e.“t.ties of this %xt are au
to” brief and few.
When Harpur m”w fmm description
to opinion pe seems to relish too much
the role of the rebel. In !he very first
sentence of his intmduction
he a”““““ces that “this is a controversial
book both by nat”re and by design.”
But even mntmversies
bemme commonplace when a new one is raised every
three or four pages. Besides, ““cc it is
clear which thwlogians he admires mavericks lie Hans Kung and Edward

Schillebeecky -

his supposedly daring

stands become quite predictable.

He laments that “each sect, cult attd
denomination seems convinced that it
alone has ‘The Truth in its entirety.”
Each group pmclaims all others to be
heretical. he writes. Yet he too usessuch
epithets as “heretical,” “immoral,” and
%talitarian”
to brand pwitiohp he
does not agree with. And at times Harpur can be very harsh indeed.
The belief held by many Catholics
that the Pope is infallible he calls ““0
less idolatrous than the ftmdamentslists’
claims” that the Bible is to be take”
literally. A” important Christian tenet
that Christ suffered for the si+ of
ma”ki”d, says Harpur, “not only boggles the mind but seems to me to be fttndamentally
immoral.”
Elsewhere he
argues that it is “heretical” to speak of
Christ as announcing that he was Clod;
Christ, he writes, was not the so” of God
but merely a teacher, albeit a Wise and
prophetic one. And just because he
disagrees with the Pope’s efforts to reestablish the authority of Rame, is it fair
for Harpur to endorse the suggestion
that John Paul jI is “totalitarian” in his
metbods?
’
Harpur obviously believes what he
ssys, and is dearly

sincere. Yet he

tiotts that mark hi position.-Against
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badqound oi his opposition to Christian orthodoxy, his support of the “prochoice” position in favour of abortion,
and his remonstrations against the Pope,
his virtual canonization
of Mother
Teresa is particularly strange. Mother
Teresa would be the first to point out
that her commitment to her ndssions
among the poor is part of the fabric that.
also includes her fidelity to the precepts
of the Church, her fervent opposition to
abortion, and her steadfast support of
John Paul II’s papacy. If not oblivious
to the connection among all these things.
Harpur’s version of Christianity shows
little appreciation for that connection.
What ls most disquieting about the
book, however, is that it appears to
argue that Christianity permits only one
ideology. Harper is unreserved in his

makes

they
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fortheir
turn

wccess is the first to go;
ovemlght.”
Tom Harpur

ant that hi; book ends up reducl& one
of the world’s great reliious (and intellectual) traditions to little more than a
loose assemblage of trendy opinions.
When all is said and done, both Cbrlstianity and the world are much more
complex than Harp&s Heaven andHell
would lead us to believe. Cl
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psycbologlcal form, it provoker various
feelings of terror, anger. we. and
somelimes self-fear and self-dllust
directed loward the female mle. female
sexuality. female physiology, and pmueation; and it frequmdy uses a nartative form which questions the validity

of the narration itself. It r&lea a
patriarchal paradll
that women are
molberlus yet fathered and that women
are defective because they are not males.
Fleenor asserts that the key difference
between Gothics witten by men and
those written by women is the employment of spatial imagery, especially with
respect to the emotions of self-fear or
self-disgust. The self-divided heroine appears to be the most common element in
the female Gothic, and the ambiv&nce
she feels (unconsciously or not) toward
her own womanhood ls because of the
restrictions of a maledominated society.
Fleenor develop+ the significance of
this Gothic schizophrenia by postulating
an interesting but debatable theory: at
the care of the female Gothic is the conflict with “the all-powerful. devouring
mother.” She suggests that the pqm
laity of the Gothic for women exists
because it expresses tbll contradiction of
the mother-daughter relationship, one
of the “central enigmas of female
existence.”
Her theory. however, is just one of
many in this collection of essays, which
range from a boring structuralist analysis of Victoria Holt’s Gothic romance to
a remote,
abstract discussion
of
litemlization in Jane @ti and Wulhering Heights. Many address the question
of the Gothic’s appeal for women, with
varying degrees of dbxctness, and the
result is a provocative and manifold set
of deductions. There are two basic aitical readings: one submitting that the
Gothic serves as s&al reinforcement,
that its heroines are passive, and that its
allure is escapist: the other perceiving
the Gothic as a statement of rebellion,
with such active and assertive heroines as
Jane Eyre and Catherine Earmbaw.
Many orher fundamental themes are
investigated
in these essays. Some
deliberate over the Gothll phenomenon

The Female Gothic, edited by Juliann
B. Fleenor, Eden Press, 311 pages,
$12.95 paper (ISBN 0 920792 06 5).
‘%tz COVERof The Female GoIhic is eyecatching. Simple, melodramatic use of
colour and a familiar scene - the mansion on the hill and a fleeing heroine in
the foreground - combine to produce
an instant reactlon: a slight repugnance,
the same vague feeling of superiority one
has when surveying the racks of cheap
novels in the supermarket. Of course
tlds response is hypocritical (who can’t
admit to e&wine one form of literary
trash or an%er?),
and it ls worth a
second thought. For Gothic Literature. a
genre that hap been around since ihe
18th ecntury, was emmely
popular
then, and is, as the proverbii
cover
reminds us, just as popular now.
Until recently criticism of tbe “female
Gothic” - a phrase coined by Ellen
Moers, one of the pioneers in this field
- has been sparse. Moers’s bale argument, according to Marcia Tlllotson in
one of t&e essays, is that “women
writers used Gothic mechanisms to apress feelings and beliefs and even facts
about their existence that they could
eommunlcate in no other way.” sexuality, maternity, and female reaction to
patriarchal, so&al
restraints all are
portrayed in the female Gothic.
One of the b&z problems, a the
book’s editor, Julian” E. Fleenor points
out, Lies ln defining the female Gothic.
Many labels, such as serious, popular,
horror, terror. grotesque, and domestic,
are affuted to the word Gothic ln various
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It b arentially formless, except as a
ques1; it uses the traditional spadal symholism of the ruined castle or an m
closed mom to symbolize both the
culture and the heroine:
as a

By ERtlV MICHIE

of historical perspectl+e here. it’s worth
noting that throughout history many individuals have insisted on the equality of
all human beings. Does that make each
of them a “radical feminist”?
Tbe British essayist Cyril Connolly
once wrote, “Contemporary books do
not keep. The qw!ity in them which

.A_.

works discussed in the anthology. But
categorization is not terribly important.
What is significant is that the genre has
existed and developed over roughly 200
years and continues to be embraced and
modified by serious modem writers, as
well as by their less serious counterparts.
Fleenor attempts a summary of the
female Gothic
that is useful
in
understanding tbe issues discussed in th9
anthology:

praise for groups that ttanslate their
religious concems for the poor and op-

pressed into political support for socalled liberation groups. But it seems
that only those people oppressed by
forces on the right need to be liberated.
For instance, in his vigorous deface of
the World Council of Churches he fails
to mention that, at its recent assembly,
the council clearly refused to support the
Afghan peasants who were then being
oppressed by the Soviet Army.
In another instance, because Christ
“treated women with equality and approached them primarily as human persons; Harpur arguer that “Jesus was a
radical feminist and it follows that
anyone professing to belong to him
should be one too.” Quite apart from
the theological sleight-of-hand and lack
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The Inner Ear, edite+l by Gary
Geddes. Quadrant Editions, 208 paw,
56.95 paper (ISBN 0 86495 021 7).
A Slow Light, by Ross Leckie, Signal
Editionw’V6hicalePress, 68 pages, 84.95
pappcr(ISBN 0 91989045 8).
Night Lettam, by Bill Furry. Signal
Editlo”siV&lcule Pnss. 56pagas, S4.95
paper (ISBN 0 91989044 Xj.

The book was originally intended as a
booster shot for thrae of Gary Geddes’s
graduple students, Ill Smith, Ross
Leclde, and Ron” Silverstein. The roster
grw to include teachers, friends, and
the best self-addressed, stamped a80S
desperate mmu8h to pay to be published
in a subscription prass.
The Inner Ear has no direction. The
disorder ls counteracted with political
pitches. Prof. Gaddes instructs us to
bear the v&es as “verdicts” relevant u)
“our times.” A” outer thrust toward
global discord. Small-l liberal, slightly to
the left of Mickey Mouse, Geddes
matches his “ama in the introduction
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Bar.
The,innoc@.nts ara sw@.th@arta.Jim
Smith actually writes a love poem to his
mother entitled “Navel.” John Barton
trumpets such truths as: “Men who
don’t cry lean against tracr in itchy j@am
clenching thdr teeth.” Makes a man
\vaIIt to cry, “I @atquiche.
Ron” Silverstein’s “The Angelo/
Blaank Letters” is ““a for tha Carla.
Blaank maa”s God. The reader rexives
m”re redemption value from a supermarka coupon:
Lel me know when yorrsrrrnd@@rh&
@bslr@@li@@
wrsw fomicnU@n.
01 vi@@
ve*.
Ronnie Brown and Margo Swiss @z

too stylired. Their t”“e is as tlat as the
hum of a” alactric typewriter. Swiss
says:
I @mfiurydirr. r@Uy,invi@lafe,
t&hi@ rhe groin qf dark.
whosmm her doggedwound
and sfbw I@sh@pe
@mouldy griti
How 1Oagcan you listan to that?
Howavar. The Inner Ear does deliver

a musical dallght to mck your cochlea.
She does not play variations o” themes
by Vlrglnla Woolf or Sylvia Plath.
Robyn Sarah is Robyn Sarah. Her varse~
are everyday dreamy divertimenti.
Contrapuntal @p@Fusas in “Fugue” or
“The Cyclisl Recovers His Cadenca.”
She eye” practlcas Pwmanopoda:
. . You @r@
a fu@ch%n@l
illirer0e
@@mrythe suffw@r@,
the bllp-bllp
and lhe wooky-p@@ky.

Robert Billingshas been involved with
some activism. He performed volunlea
work for The Writer and Human Rights:
A Congress in Aid of Amnasty Intamational, and he once w”ra “an army
surplus jackat wltb a red target drawn in
the smah of the back into East
Berlin. . . .I’ Out of it all. ha was
rawarded wltb “Chest Wounds”:
. . . Jam.0
hmger maw mg.9 for fame Mj
Ide@lismk dwd on arriwl d @
New York h@spk@lI mcord Ihe
@x@c,
dale Ih@fsuch@@IV
mieile g@@s
into pmduc&m I h@v@
@everdecided
never
I@l@@v@
my wife.

u II will m@ksmefamous.
I wlll/rr, rheb lnt@stbt@s
with s@m@@;

Rbnbaud stopped wria at 19. Slmmans should do the same. If he can’t be
apocalyptic now, ha should at least be au
ccxumu. Cambodia has bean called
Kampuchea for eight years. What would
a refugee from that crazy country think
of a Canadian writing such drivel? Let’s
see rasl scars, hear r@alpain.
But what does the reader get? “Bow-
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inc@shw~reloli@n.$.”
A line that sums up ?71@
Inner

In “Naming the Dragons” she decides
her demons are ““I@“.” Which me”?
Where? When? Why? Poetry must particularize; generalization ls for pop
sociology. Glickman cannot find the
words. The “stop-gap summation to let
us quit the confessional with graca.”
St. John Simmons likewise does “ot
offer any f?@sbflash@sof illumlnatio” to
make the tmftic stop for two minute.
His “Arthur Rbnbaud in Cambodia” is
as retrograde as Rudyard Kipling in
Abysslnia. Assuminn the role of,bawdy
Rimbaud, SimmO”S;“dUI8@s
in fantas$
land:
I shall buggerlillle ciildren

The Inner Ear.

__.~_..~...

gaois Pleasures” by Ken Stang@..Complete .witb a pwm dedicated 10 Pablo
Nemda (not another one!). You can
almost smell the easy IiviDglataa:
‘*(Im~mw~c@
and arp@ri@nc@
@r@
having

(IJ thoughfor rhe I@# lime.
I claw my @WV- Goodb)* colo@m.
y@@mnb@Jvurselv@@now
I give up y@urII@-. tXwdb&
w@dbw

THEBLACKCOVERbefits a book of the
dead, not a” esploslve plelad of young
living poets who will have “a considerate
impact upon the future of poetry in this
country.” That is the fllt immediata
contradiction, implosion, black hole in

-
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&m by a” a&phone&et,
or franc+
phone poets in translation.
And
QuadrantEditions has o”a fool based in
Qudbac. So much for “innovation and
inantlva.”
Good literature should hit you right
between the ayes, and ears, like a golden
hammer. But ““a lri@.sLo apptiate The
Inner Ear. The word I, I, I. I, I, I,
buses on almost every page. “I” has to
be the ugJlest sound, syllable,ivowel, in
the English language. Call it iota&n or
egotism. excessive use of the first person
singular is the mark of amateurism. Of
the 11 poets, R&y” Sarah. Raw Le.&ii,
and Ken Stange swx@ssfuilysortie out of
themselves to sometimes speak in
plurals.
Susan Glickman is self-centered to the
point of autism:
P@ci~
nlghr I I/e down In my d&h

By R4 YMOND FILIP
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brride Vcrznasansky, Lavartw. David
Jones, and fiiadrlch Durranmatt. Aa if
there outspoken champions of so&l
change would balvlce the anthOlO8y’S
inspokan silences.
Gaddes’s Sir Galahading begins and
ends with’the mwtily cliehd copout:
“writing is a political act.” For deaf
mum ln a” isolation tank. yes. His
white, AngloSaxon apocrypha contains
no working-class voices, no ethnic
minorities, nor that major minority in
“our nation,” the French. The raca”t
apolitical c&action &xv-Cut; ConfcmPomry english Quebec PoeIw WBSpm-

of madness, and others explore the ambivalence of motherhood a0 found in the
Gothics of soma female authors. Early
works (those by Radcliffe, Shelley and
the Brom&) and the lata~novels of some
modem authors who have chosen the
genre (Atwood, Dinesen, Lessing,
O’Connor, and others) are analyzed.
The Female Golhic is a stimulating
addition to criticism of women’s
literature, but il is lntarating to n”te
that this ylthology contains no essays by
male critics. though some are referred
to. If the anmunt of criticism a type of
fiction receiver ls an indication of the
degree to which it is taken seriously,
surely all criticism should be walcome,
and n&h= the male nor tbe female
variety excluded. 0
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Posts ara not know” to
mata for Life!His wife has it in writing!
The Inner Ear is not the sort of book
you want to read until sumise. It is
basically a subscription-press book dividend. One lava1higha than a graduation
yearbook. Replete with photographs. A
Now that’s nawl

~_

teaching aid to darken an English
department desk. And then the general
public, the outer ear, wanders why
poetry pathways seem so pretentious?
The Inner Ear is a sound r-0”.

Another

poet

from the miscelIany

tim& he gains graceFully. As when the
Newfmindland Irish in Furey rives to the
occasion with “Burial Rites”:
Bury lhe dove In lhc air.
Jnsirton loweringhim
in lhe brighl sky,
Or bulmd lay him down lo resl In fire,
Or give hir smo/l while body
to the wyogiw mkt.
The religious references throughout
the volume are not powerFidly original.
But they are pure in their intent and
lyricism. Sometimes even kneeling knee
slappers as in “Ballad from Villon”:
1 can IelI (I Fmneircrrnby lrir cowl

who does not grind on your antenna
with doom is Ross Leckie. When Leckie
speaks of light in his first book, A Slow
Lighr. you cm believe it the way you can
believe a blue sky. No quick answers.
Only the friendly searching of a gentle
ma” and wandering scholar:
The crysmlglass
ls bcoulQid
bemwe of lls fmgillty,
becuuseh odgbl
bmak....
Almosl perferl,
so muchso rhm It suggesls
II brlllimrl llghl beyaod lhls ghw cove,

Leckie’s rhetoric is also rare among
young poets, especially in his carefree
use of cryptic conceits: “0 fling your
caustic repatee. tloccose world.” His
humour grows on you as naturally as
tlorvers on a bookshelf. As in the punch
line to his poem “Noam Chomsky”:
I hine lovedpnsdooofelylhe sorfoceof

I coo tell n coyote by his howl
I coo tell o priest by his collar
I coo fell o Eeethownfrom bfohier
I coo tell o giverfrom o laker
I coo rdl o fokir from a faker
But I coo’r rdf you from me.

The reader can tell a Furry From a
Leckie. Both bear promising signatures.
No points should be deducted off their
poetic liceax For despairing with darkness. Both deserve praise- For their
positive light. day or night. 0

By PETER O’BRIEN

grmmnar
Firer. forgive them
They know not how they @ok

If there is any flaw in A Slow Light, it
is artiticiality. One is never sure how
much of the source material is artifice,
and how much art? How much Mat,
and how much eclectlclsm? The articulations vary Fmm juvenilla, such as “Elegy
for John Lennon.” to abstract meditations on post-modernity that tend to
become sermons:
Uldmatelyscienceis unscumnrooble,
nol
llkL?lhest?
wldchformulole o arlbook tin
differeol sorl.
expreslw the wle wrwon of a
deciduousscience.

poans,

Working with twilight words, Ross
Leclde still leaves you feeling good.
NFg/zf Leflers by Bill Furey sparkles
more like spit on a pencil tip. The reader
is not spared the pat poetic trip through
mlitary streets, moms. bars. cemeteries,
and libraries in pursuit of love and
beauty. Sometimes he loses, as in “Rimbaud” (not another one!). and some-

Brides of the Stream, by Joe Rosenblatt, O&ha”
Books, 88 pages, 58.95
paper (ISBN 0 88982 048 1).
AT HIS BESTJoe Rosenblat & a strange
underwater poet Fabricating elaborate,
microscopic universes out of small bits
of colour that float down fmm above.
Or he is mapping tit the ecstatic FIiit
patterns of hieroglyphic creatures who
borrow their namea From things we
know, but krhich are mubh more a product of his own invention. In the beeburring
Bumblebee Dithyramb,
in
Virgins and Vampiim, full of its own
“supernatural
nutrients,” and in such
poems as “Epilogue” from Top Soil,
Rosenblatt is close to the “painted phantoms” OF de Quincey and the “monstrous scenery” of C&ridge. He is canFortable with the teuning underside and
dreamy atmosphere of fantastical normality: big words For small things. small
words For big things.

~- . .-...

Brides Q/ lhe Slream is Rosenblatt’s
first book in three years. Unfortunately,
ir does not live up to the multitude of
secrets that are hidden in his earlier.
books. There b. a magic present in the
earlier books that is not present I” this
one. Brides of the Stream is not a bad
book: it will interest those who would
normally be excited by a new volume by
Rosenblatt. but it wii not gal” for him a
new group of enthusiastic readers.
Although the jacket note describes it
as a long pmsbpoem. it ls more a eollk
lion of philosophical musings, sane in
prose and some in verse. The reader
follows a man/fish, sometimes called
Uncle Nathan, in and out OF the Little
Qualicum river on Vancouver Island.
There are many words and images that
drift in and out of view: “pebble,”
“pebbles,” “pebbled floor,” “pebbled
bed”; “A shadow must adhere,” “my
shadow divides into minnows,”
“A
shadow shook her,”
“shadow
the
dream.” Together the words create a
fluid, liquid logic that spawns new and
sometimes slippery eonnectlons between
them and their metaphorical mutations.
Through Rosenblat’s poetry there is a
concern
with metaphor,
and how
metaphor is enclosed both within thins
(animals, insects. tiih. people) and
within the words used to deserib? these
things. In the poem “Plat du Jour”
there is the image of fishing/writing and
the argllments that result: “Trout disappear at the mataialization
of ink. . . .
Trout are always writing aquatic novels.
Of course, they’re l&t unfinished.” Yet
Rosenblatt,
as f~herma”, sometimes
becomes overly philosophic, and the
poems overly complicated,
or just
cloudy:
The angler, slroggfinglo decipher the
for pumpered fdiiner in
tmurly dolhiog, discoversoh&y worm
ir tm onwer lo gaslrlcmood devladon.
4//eml In eody morning, or Iole afleernooo. Pow lake IO lhe wortn as II
wokliog would10 o virility pill pnnn%
inp o he-m&s boa in a Palm Springs’
too. A worm, lokm libemlly, bringsout
the girlh in (I spollcd pansy. Warht!d
into the slremn by on crngrymin god.
such offerings seldom lhrow on
ominourshade.

plat du jar

There’s something going o” here. but
the message is too co”volutcd and too
nebulous.
Some of the other pawns suffer fmm
a naive self-retlection: “I toss a pebble.
It goes sailing into eternity”“” “1 detach
my fluttering mind. I let it slide against
the current”; “A thick grub worm co”veys a whole train of meaning.” These
thoughts ram sentimental and shop
worn.
There are certainly some good poans
in Brides of the Slream, among than
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“Speckled Sky,” “Disguises,” and “An
Obsession”:
I’m obs&sedwith water as rr Jii is inspired by sky. I nearly drmmed as a
youngster. Green bubbles pressed
agaimt me. My badyswwedto bursting
lxwlds. I pressed out of a chry5nii.Y.
Buoyantlike a sea onion my suburban
body slippedunderfor II third lime.

In his earlier books Rosenblatt has
pushed his poems towrd pure metaphor, pure sound, pure dream. In the
poem “OfSpit Between tbe Sidewalks,”
fmm Virgins and Vampins. the speaker
talks of gorging o* intell
“until the
stomach bursts freeing all the
metaphor.” There is some of tbis in
Brides of the Stream, as in “Caterpillar

Dlsmmed”:
tbeyaref&zy~msb~dre~mp&unas
.. .
they at far too much mulch
,,,q low the wnrm weather
they tak? shelterin the stomp
,hey hate the rain on their/w.

But not all of the poems have been
pushed far enough, and some are just
too muddy. In the past Rosenblatt has
been able to activate Shakespeare’s line:
‘Where the bee sucks, there suck 1.” In
this book, howva, there’s not enough
of tbat animate electricity. 0

REVIEW

Predalors of the Adomtlon: Selected
Poems 197%U2, by Christopher
Dwdney, McClelland & Stewart, 207
pages, $12.95 paper (ISBN 0 7710 2742
51.
Seltlements, by David Donnell, McClelland B Stewart, 127 pages, 59.95
paper (ISBN 0 7710 2849 0).
THE htovNr*tN cuua!x% lmdenvater
swimmers, soariag acrobatic wonders,
mystiffiug magi, and sex gurus of Cmadian poetry have been joined by a
brilliant original: * poet of natural
history and science who goes far beyond
mere naturalism by turning nature into
“a surreal theatre of marvellous intent.”
Tbe son of Selwyn Dewdney, renowned
mcheologist, historian, and author,
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Christopher Dmdney grew up in London, Ont., “ear a forested system of
ravines and ponds known locally as the
Cove. In this envlmnment he found %xotic tropical landscapes and fabulous
creature,
themselves &eped in the diftkse light of shallow equatorial oceans,”
and siow.
oracular rocks, with cornpressed millennia in the shells and
skeletods of underwater creatures of
eons ago. In a true sense his book - a
collection of prose, verse. and collage lllustrations from five works - k a new
form of poetry that makes organic use
of scientific diction. As he asserts, in
speaking from ” the inviolate fortress of
a primaeval history uncorrupted by
humans,” it is “a codex of the plants
and animals whose teclmology is truly
miraculous.” and for whom he is
“merely a scribe.”
But this is too modest on his part.
Dewdney is often merely a scribe, but
often as well he is something much
8n=t= - a word-wizard who goes
beyond facts or a division of the world
into the totality of atoms or the physical
Of course, ultimately a soureebf i&
mation - even in its delicate sew
suousneas, metaphor, and ambiguity but Dewdney’s poetry isnot so dottingly
unimaginative as to make fact, suggestion, and thought come to iest in
knowledge.. It transforms the sdentiflc
bias into evocative mytbopoela. It accedes to the will of s&ace in classifying
phenomena and giving detailed ilbmtraLions, but it also moves toward formalism and transformation. Behind it is
of bnpressions and signs - that &&ds
sc~pulousIy to both the warp of data
and the woof of symbolism.
The idealism of Dew&my’s poetry is
centred on form. Paradox is at its core,
for the poetry especially in “A
Palaeozoic Geology of London, Ontario” - shows how form can be revealed tbmugh erosion. Form is intinite,
eternal, acmtive., narcissistic. It can be
fmd “ like a mathematical constant” in
the deciduous trees in whom “at a
farefully chosen angel, and on particular
winter days, the vaulting and altar plans
for Chart=,
Rbelms, OrI&ns, and
Amiens can be seen in theiyr bran&s.”
The apparent typos (%ngel,” “theiyr”)
are really a subtle dtmtion of spelling
And th; paradox of passive constancy
and dynamic enlargement Is illustrated
in the fact that the trem live entbely in
the age that their roots tap.
The accretlve natme of form ls
manifested in the concretion Lnages that
and verse. Concretions are soli&fled
swellings in rock, but to Dewdney they
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of the memdry table,’
with jackets of time. In them time is
embedded in space, and their wondrous
nature is expressed in an image of *lent
formations
gathered
in a dim
Stonehenge on a lake bottom.
The imp+xnmlity and frequent
dehumanization of scientific knowledge
ls absorbed by Dmdney’s form which.
true to Coleridgean poetics, offers
pleasure as well as truth. One delight in
Dewdney is the catalogulng watt, which
sometimes looks like a remote bnpersonal operation but whit often yields
beautifully suggestive images - as in the
surreal, erotic “Spring Tranced in the
Conrml Emerald Night,” a type of Rimbaudian fantasia of the senses that
are “sacmmmts

becomes dreamlike and quiescent at the
end. The poetry can be Joycean (“there
be shall mutt natching of teat”) or
perversely pamdic. It can be brittle and
cryptic or lurh and sensual, crystaIlbmly
lucid or bafflingly idiosyncratic. A catchy pun ls a good label for it all: concro
tioii poetry that is like bipgnosis. The
pun encompasses Dewdney’s litany of
naturalistic wonders. humorous wordand-punctuation play, and social passion. The poetry has many fascinating
lures. and it helps us divine for spirits in
our ancient harsh but lovely land: “The
coprolitic chrysalis cases, grub-loam
geoda & the sculpted obsidian deities
witbin. Petidnota B Osmodemm.” Tbis
is not poetry for everyone. but an
abstruse poetry of cumulative insights
and rewards. The book, edited by Stan
Dragland and Michael Ondaatje, is
helped tremendously by Dragland’s
brilliant afterword, which raises our
consclousncss without redwing our
plea.WR..
Poetry, Iike fiction, is a world with
many perspectives. In David Donnell’s
case it blends Canadll populism with
post-modernist craft. ,Ideas and images
hit highs and lows. and the catalogws,
lyrics. and prose-poems create interesting configurations in heady, raftish, or pensive ways. Dmmdl, author
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of two other poetry couections (The
Blue Sky and DangerousCbssings)and
tt “critical fiction” called Hemingway in
Tomnro, exhibits clarity of diction,
boldness of symbol, and an expansive

of style. He is fill of selfdeprecating humour and points up his
owtt frustrated fantasies engagingly:
“None of the wotne” I know are throwing themselves at my feet/and the price
of art materials makes supper itnpossible.iOtdy the pigeons outs% Osgdode
Hall believe bt my Irindness.”
pmshless

His love-lyrics are earthily sensual,
and they are never far from either hearty
laughter or blood-quickening
ecstasy.
But they are not the only province of his

quickest passions. They are simply the
arch his soul makes as it butds from
history to politics or morals. True to the
universe of poetry, Donndl includes
whatever he has experienced directly or
vicatiourly, but his mode of entertainment lies not so much in his themes as in
his stylistic approach.
His prosiness has candour and direct-

ness - even declamatory power - but,
more intriguiwly, it also has contemplative paoses. At first it appears to
be especially fond of ironic counterpoint
r’Danie1 Boone shot beats/while the
Germans
debated
questions
of
philosophic method/America settled its
west/the European peasants rebelled

savagely again and again”) or segmented

utterances (as ia the magnificently stntetured “The Blue Sky”). But the splitline technique and catalog&g btdulgmce often give the verse a specttlative force. This is not to suggest,
however, that his poetry is true or
solemn meditation: it has too much
capricious or wry humour and wicked
playfulness to be tightly tethered to an

By J.D. CARPEhTEl?

unwavering line: “The Puritans reeognized eartlt in the pale potatoJIts simple
shape rtinded
them of tb.e human

soul/The many eyes of the potato
amazed them.M%ey split it in half and
saw ‘the indivisibility of man/They
looked at the many shades of the
potato/and
saw God looking back at
them with the colour of light.”
Actually what we have are personal
vwtors whereby Donnell radiates images

and ideas of varying magnitudes and
velocities. He is subtle without
deviousness, wry without malignancy.
Sometimes the shifts from one analogy
to another ax not smoothly wrought,
but Donnell’s skill brings things into a
focus (especially in the satiric poems)
and takes the music of a line as his
rhythmic basis. The result is a language
we qftett hear spoken about UCevery
day, carried by the force of the poet’s
emotions and will to a level that common peels could hardly reach. 0

From the slums of the lower East side to Manhattan
hlgh society, from vaudeville to the stages of London
and Broadway, Almost Paradlse follows the fortunes
and adventures of a spidted family. It Is the captlvatlng story of the bittersweet marriage of Jane and
Nicholas Cobleigh. and the generatlons of family and
frlends wlth whom thelr loves and lives are IntertwIned.

Life by Dmwoing, by Jeni Coozyn.
House of Anansl, 174pages, 38.95 paper
(ISBN 0 88784 098 1).

Signs of the Former Tenant, by
Bronwm Wallace, Oberon Press, 109
pages, 519.95 cloth (ISBN 088750483 3)
and 59.95 paper (ISBN 0 88750 484 1).
D”RLNOTHE question period that followed a poetry reading by Margaret Atwood in 1969, someom asked her.
“Why is it that your poetry projects
such a bleak view of humanity?” Atwood snapped back, “Because I don’t
see any reason to be optimistic, that’s
why.”
Little haa changed, it seems, in the
world of women’s poetry. If these two
offerings are representative. then vi*
timization,
sexual oppression,
and
what’s wrong with the world in general
- wifebeating,
child abuse, political
tortore, pornography, starvatiott, men
- are still the most popular themes of
our female poets. Such poetry is important. of course: but it has to be oretty
d&ted good ii it’s going to tlse io thi
surface of the deluge. Atwood ls the best
example. Her harrowing
poems of
oolitical torture in True Stories reveal
her talent BP well as her outrage that
sadism should be oft?clally sanctioned.
Jeni Couzyn comes cl&e. Several of
the poems in L@ by Drowning are so
graphic as to be disturbing. In “TIE
Man fmm the &D” and “Preparation
of Human Pie,” we see callousness carried to the extreme: in the former poem
the man sent to pick up “a head/
severed, on the railway tine/from the
body” is upset by what he at fti thim

is a rat coveting the corpse from the
shadows; that it turns out to be the vietim’s still-beating heart impruses him
not at all. IIt the latter poem a tipe for
human pie is in fact an invecti+e against

Fitzhenry & Whiteside

the casualness
with which political
prisoners are dispatched:
3 Usit18o smnli shmp knife
mmow hen& km& and fcer.
rhhur Lvnrrrtnonly imKs md WQe?
Ill~llW.
Too many of the poems in this colleelion, however, are angry attacks on men
and thdr predatory approach to sexuali-
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ty. Poems such as “The Babies,” “A
Warning to Blood Suckers,” “Chinese
Doll” (“For god’s sake/hurry up. Open
your goddamn legs”), and “The Red
Hen’s Last Will and Testament to the
Last Cock on Earth” jab away at men
until the unrelievedness of the whole
business becomes tiresome. The fact that
some ouo continue to belittle womm
41 not be altered by these poems: the
women who read them may become
aogrier, but that sort of auger will oever
touch that sort of man.
In “The Tarantula Dance” the
systematic dismemberment
of a
man/predator seems a pointless exercise.
or worse, a corrupting indulgence:
I cut o/f fti righr Joot.
The ironic pornography of “World War
II” in which a soldier watches a child-sex
act in .the Egyptian desert, apparently
with pleasure. is the klnd of easy, irresponsible poem that fuels a gratuitous
hatred for men. Couzyn ls a fbte imagist.
a tine shot, but too often is guilty of
sniping. She seems to be sticklog pins
into doll-men, hoping to sting some faroff males. Wolves prowl in her poems.
lo the final section of her book,
however, she lays aside her weapons and
chooses instead to sing. Her subject is
childbiih. an experience that makes her
joyous.
If’efoael theepcrin.
We summder 11~ mcmwv $adly, ot
once
bonrdinp no trace of bitlemws or fw.

We’ll have other chiidmn. Gaily
xe encmwrrge each orher.
In

the fist section of Signs of the

Former Terzanr, Bronwen Wallace takes

us on a tour of her childhood. She
describes her favourlte game, recounts a
ttde of near-abandonment in Kresge’s,
and recalls her parents’ anxiety the time
she wandered away fmm home in pursuit of a sunset she had mistaken for
strav:bew ice-cream. Through these
and other poems we get the impression
of a self-interested little girl who grew
into a self-interested adult.
Later poems in this section take us
into her adolescence and early
adulthood. We see her conferring with
girl-friends about French kissing and
charm bracelets; we see her prep+rlag to
be walked home fivm a school dance
while her wallflower buddies lend her
perfume; we see her, years later. indifferently resumbtg a relationship with a
fomw lover who calls fmm the alrport.% town for a few hottrs/suggesting dinner.” Again we are struck by
the self-absorption of the poet/heroine
vzho vie% herself as a disappointed
femmefarale,“witing imaginary let-
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ters/to someone I never slept with/but
wish I had,” a would-be tregic fsore
“writing poems and drinking soup from
chipped cups.”
Despite the universal “you” implled
in many of these poems, they fail. They
fall because ;the cuteness and winsomeness of the child, the popularity of
the teenager. the nngvf of the adult are
self-sewing. They are saying, “Look at
me, I was cutel” or “Look at me, I’m
weary of it all.” They are unfunny and
lmioterestiog.
However, when Wallace turns outside
herself for material (the ’60s. for example, in “Becoming a Generatloo,” or
formative eveots of cbiklbood in “lnslde
Out”) she has en engaging
unessumiog effect.
lo. the second section the

and
poet

bewmes wife and mother - a prisoner
of kltcbeos - and the poems take on a
self-pitying tone. Poems with such titles
as “Woman Sitting” and “A Simple
Poem for Virginia Woolf’ are precisely
as selfsonsclous as their titles suggest.
Adultery in tbhesepoems becomes a vlrtue; we get the impression that without
whole rafts of lovers one cao never hope
to become a writer. She tell us that
every time I read a good poem
by a wwmm w&r I’m apeekim
b#hbrd it Iwing to see
if she% sdll married
or has a lover (II kart
wmding to know what she dld
v&h her kids vddk she wrote it
or wht?tbershe had mzy
and (Ishe didn’t Ushe’d chosen
not to or ushe did did she
choose and wm
Again,
the successful poetns in tbis
section are those that deal with subjects
other than the poet herself. Unfortunately those other subjects happen to
be child abuse, wife-beating, and brain
damage. But nobody’s asking for fairy
tales here, nobody’s asking for unreallty.
And tha with some surprise we
discover the delicate grace of the final
section. which chronicled the slow death
by cancer of someone’ close to the
poet/speaker. As the patient losu touch
with reality, W&ace mites,

I w”t yorrhere a@bi
and lean toward you cnlliw
but your name is /ml mrotber word
you’ve put &de Jar the ones
yog;Rlenmlng
in lbe counny o/your

jen

frie

of &se sod preteie tid self,
Wallace sparkles.
Like all poets, these two WoItIetllove
words and understand both their power
and their limitations: “and sometbnes
words are not/enough they don’t &en
matter,” Wallace tells her dying friend.
And both are constaotly lo search of

things to write about, to _
about.
“The pain will make poems that will Ins1
forever.” says Couzyo’s dismembered
man. Both poets have a gift for words.

but they’re so rerlous. so beleaguered by
their lives, that too seldom do we see
their gift for beauty, for light.0
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IN BRIEF

Mewa, by William Deverell, McClelland
8t Stewart, 391 pages, $18.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 7710 2666 8). The glossy
crimson-and-gold
dust-jacket
of
William Deverell’s tllird novd invites the
reader into a world of Concorde Jet

espionage and intrigue. A chapter or two
into the novel, however, it takes on a
yellower tinge, with characters, plots,
dialogue that form a collage of DC
comic books, Doonesbury cartoons,and
Toronto Sun headlines.
Jacques Sawchuk, a radical Canadian
poet living in Cuba, ls thrown out of the
country for writing anti-govemment
tracts. On his return to Canada he ls arreste+lby the RCMP for essays he v/rote
supporting the FLQ. To clear his name
and Livein Canada, he is persuaded by
Group Seven, an organization of nations
against terrorism, to infiltrate the
Rotkommando, a group of iatematlonal
term&s who are planning some kind of
attack on Mecca. simu1mnenusly. m
New York, ex-Washington Post rrporter
Charles Rubenstein ls informed by a
disgruntled general that the U.S. Senate
vote on the selllw of cruise missiles to
Saudi Arabia has been tlxed by the
bbxkmailing of prominent senawxs.
In Patis, Sawchuk shoots his way into
the heats of the Rotkommaodo by gunning down some Fatah gwrrlllas. The
Rotkommando are lead by Karl Wurger,
a psych~patb, and hls girl-friend Katbe
Zabre, a nympbomanlac. They xbearse
for Mewa by knocking off prominent
Buropean zionirts.
Those are just the major plot lines.
Just when you think you have the conspiratqrs. agencies, assassins, and
targets figured out. suddenly, like an
automatic softball pitcblw machine out
of control, Deverell throws in another
series of characters and conspiracies.
until what had been an owstocked team
to begin with is now riot sire.
The overabundance of storylbwa and
characters can be attributed
to
Deverell’s cinematic techolque of quick,
short, disconnected eplsoda;‘a TV mbdseries in the making. And Jacques
Sawchuk, who tries to emubmte Tom
Selleck’s Ma&m P.I., could be played
by his true counterpert - Bob or Doug

McKmrie.
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A Throw OF Particles: The New and
Selected Poems, by D.G. Jones. General
Publishing, 112 pages, 99.95 paper.
(ISBN 0 7736 1129 0)
Selcctrd Poems, by John Montague,
Exile Editions, 194 pages, $9.95 paper
(ISBN 0 920428 42 8).
t&4 T/wow of Parfideswe have distilled
for our pleasure the fines1 vintage Jones,
a tare VSOP OF poetry, crafted For both
the ear and the eye. the heart and the
bead. There is not a poem in the volume
that could be excluded on the basis of
quality: for craft and content, the workings OFthese poems revive metaphysical
poetry at its peak and bring us reverberations From Marveli to Stevens.
Metaphysical, not a word often used
when discussing Canadian poetry; even

the erudite and amusing preface to this
volume kowtows to our preoccupation
with place not space. Jones’s metaphysical poetic is based on the modern and
post-modern concern For man creating
himself lhrough what he seesand names
in themidst ofchaos. It isan act ofereation in the teeth of the void. There is an
imperative, such as we ftnd in “Snow
Buntings”:

You mus, drink of the bbds
and make them m you wf//

Things of the natutal world become not
symbols, but signs for the.poetic imagination. In the selection from Phrases
from Orpheus we arr a&n hearing and
seeing the act of the mind in creation.
Throughout the poems there ls an exhortation to the poet that he must not
repeat and that the mind must not be
still, but active.
For hell’s the lords
b&werie
II Byzmrdne world
where the clockwork biti
and the golden bees

.._. ..-.. ._. -r

As one mows through the book the
landscape becomes humanized, and people become more than just counters in
this attempt at creation in the instant
allowed the mind. Thus we get in “Kate,
These Flo\vers. . . (The Lampman
Poems)” a situation where human love
and the flowers of the earth do battle
against violence and technique. Though
the emphasis on the mind in the act of
creation does not end. there is more of
the large human situation. and more of
its obvious concomitant - mortality in the later poems. There is never a
nihilism or giving over to this morlality.
but a celebration of it. with humour, as
in “Soon, Yes.” Spring is always believed in despite snow. wars, and absences.
The last group of poems, the title SW
tion of the book, is certainly cotteemed
with darker, denser things than is most
of the earlier work, but there is always
the assertion OF the work itself, an act
that may be momentary, but which does
stave off the darkness:
rhea /Ming flukes
sound/err OR rbe page
de@?d us

It is interesting to note lo this context
the emergence of the Feminine in the latter two sections of the book, in the
image of the woman as creatrice, and of
the placenta. But above all, these poems
give the reader what is quintessentially
. human, From the lush to the stark in
nature man is reflected and seen in his
naming and creating. It ls a selfconscious act, but not one that excludes
all the juice and sap OF the Living thing.
Unlike Jones’s distilled selection,
Montague’sSelffledPoemsk more of a
gathering or harvest of poems held
and loss;ihough there is a diversity of
form and a Few experiments with
double-columned poems of history, the

h definite

s& and tone.
In general these poems are about a
man’s memory of his childhood, and of
his muntry, which are then given a living
context as the poet returns to his native
Ireland. The people and places of his
past mingle with the present as the
poems onen function on two levels ht
time simultaneously. There is a&.o the
expected allusion to Irish myth and
history as well as to the troubles in the
north. There are Fewsurpriw here; they
come mainly ln the love poems and in
the darker surreal .poems.
At his bat Montague does what he
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outlines in “A Bright Day”:
;I, rbne* I 532 b, presenr
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As 0 bright day, or 0 h//t,
The on& way of s@g sonwiring
Lundnorrs&11spossible.

.._

‘I have felt a kind of personal solitude, a
separation from my contemporaries,’ says Guy Vanderhaeghe.
‘I am not without hope, however’

By MORRIS WOLFE
Wbicbrecrtwlfscrpertence
By rioraliting its defatk P&e web of curlain, width
OJ deal table, till al/
i%ke.son II m,iwh-brightglow
And ewn the clock on the mantet
;~tovcsbs handsin ofwce detighrl
Of so. and so, and so.
This poetic gives us the life of his mother
in “The Leaping Fire” and that of “The
Hag of Beare”; it gives us his namesake

student at the Unlwsity
of SaskaL
chewan he wrote his M.A. thesis on
John Buchan (Lord Tweedsmuir) who,
among other things, established the
Governor General’s Awards. Last yeat

Vanderhaeghe
wo” a Governor
General’s Award for his bobk of short
stories, Man Llescendlng (Macmillan),
which was compared favourably by
critics to the work of Alla Munro and
hailed by W.P. Kbtsella for “a del?ness
of touch and maturity of vision seldom
see” in first collections.” His second ml-

in “A Country Fiddler.” and all of these
portraits are done again from the pr+
sent as well as the past.
There are many descriptive poents of
la”dsLxpe and town, and some of them
sparkle:
Here lhc detkwe danceof silence,
The quick step of the robin.

T,+?sudden sld&-ring

rrrslr of the wren:

Minurr essences
move in and out of
crtwion
Unfit flu skin of soundkssnesslorms
again.

.

the British middle class. But as the cantuty wore on he grew more and more out

Iaction, The Trouble with Heroes, has

rsetttlv been .twblished by Borealis
Press. &tin E.&hay, Sask., ip 1951,

setlottsly. At the begimtiog of the 20th
century, in some Literary cl&s anyway,

‘.

!’ a

Fins mist-d, 0s in n waking dream
Brightjirh probe their painted
strenrn.

;,.

But often one leaves a poem with the
feeling that, though well-crafted, it is
done so at the expense of anything that
would add insight or excitement to the
prwws. There are many poems. one
gccs away feeling, some of them good.

,-

been very interested in how certain
writers, often not those writers whom we
think of as intpmtant writers, can reflect
the preoccapatlons of their times. I
think Bttchan did that.
BE: And to what utent did he?
Vanderhneghe: To a great extent, 1
think, at least for a certain segment of
of touch with his publie. That is, his
public stayed firmly attached to him, but
he found it mere difficttlt to take himself

Part order, part wilderness,
IlWer crows ifs cadencedillusion
O/gl.wcous, fluent growfh;

some of them not bad, a few of them
escellent: but a smaller selection might
have been mote invigorating. There is a
deliberate repetition of theme and style
that leaves the reader with too much of
dew on grass and deal tables, and not
enough nf bright fish. The man/woman,
personal poems, which stand out as
some of the best, are sparsely
represented. though the latter ones give
a lift to the book as it comes to a close.
One can recommend “Tracks ” “TearAnd
m ing,” and “Closed Ox&*’
2 another longer poem, “0 Riada’s
: Farewell,” seems to combine both
2 remembtancc and horror of the annihil9 ating future in a fitting lament.
b; Collections of poentr have been di6
h missed for being too diverse, too
2 scattered. too experimental - in Mong tagw’s case it is rather an air of
6 sameness that mars a collection of many
2 wll-made poems. 0

research and moving, I suppose, in the
dkection of Literature. I’ve also always
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Guy Vanderhwghc

Vanderhaeghe now lives in Saskatoon,
where he is writer-in-residence at the
Saskatoon Public Library. On a recent
trip to Toronto he was interviewed by
Monis Wolfe:

Buchan was considered a young ma” of
great promise. Toward the end of his Ilfe
he felt he hadn’t lived up to that pmmise, that he had strewn his talents pmdlgally and hadn’t done what he might
perhaps have done. He became more
and more preoccupied with hlltory and
the writIDgof bll.
The writing of lie
tion wasn’t as interesting for him
anymore; he came to think of himself as
a historian and a biographer.
Bit2 You said in on inb?rvtew that winning the Governor Oeneml’s Aword
made you feel (I little bit like o rookie
cotniog into the big lecrguenod finding
hitnse(f on the some tam os Gordie
Howe. Is there still sOmething of that
feelin& or hap it pawd?
Vaaderhaegbe: The feelinghasn’t pas!+
ed. What I was ttylttg to say is that I
stand in awe of many writers. writers
who are responsible for creating Canadian literature. My attitude is still that of

Guy

a fan. And it’s very difficult for me to
believe what has happmed to me. But I
suppose with time everything tends to
wear off or weat down. 1% probably
not quite as taken aback as I was htltial-

old Ettglish’lady who was zleanlng oat
her attic gave me. I read agal” and agabt

ly, because I’ve had several months to
gat used to the idea.
Blc: Taken abock that you’ve hod this
kind sfsuccess at all, or that it has cotne
thb quickly?

about stirring adventurer and India and
all the rest of it, and that must have
stuck in my mind. When I ca”te to do
my thesis I was already shifting away
from what I would call pure histoticaI

Vmtduhaeghe: Both. The response of
rwlnvers, with exceptions, has been
very favourable., and cvm the idea that I
could be nominated came as a great stuprhe to me. So for all these reasons

Books i” Canada: How did you come to
choose Buchan os on MA.

subject?

Vanderhaeglte: Well, 1 suppose a
part of it was a childhood fawbtation
with British Imperial history that I got
from a Boy’s Own Annual that a little
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sometImes I have diiticultyadjusting to
the idea.
Bit2 Who do &w see as the prime in-

I’ve been .&ing some thought to lately
because I’ve had to. It was “ever a qwstio” I had to face before. To a certain
extent I separate them in my mind.
When I think of intellectual influences I
think first of all of the Bible. I do not
come from a religious home or a churchgoing fmnily, but I have always been a
Bible reader. In some way that I can’t
dcfme, Sdrcn Ktcrkegcard bar influwrced my thinking. And when I was at
university I read a very peculiar book,
Richard Weaver’s Ideas Have Cottsequences. I don’t by any means wee
with everything in that book. but it confirmed some of my suspicions about
modernity and the mind. Until that
point I had thought of myself as a rationalist and a” wnpiticist. About that
time I began to change.
When it coto literary influences I
find it even harder to isolate certain
writers as being the most important.
Perhaps I feel the strongest affinity with
tbosc writers I can only describe as
“agrarian.”
People who write of the
A”~crican South, such as Flannery
O’Connor or Budora W&y. Or canadll writers such as Alice Munro and
Margaret Laurence, who wite of small
towns end rural people. They showed
me that it was possible to turn what I
I admire very mu& writers who witc in
Y.S. ~ritchctt, 6velyn Waugh, Vladimir
Nabokov,
and above all, Anthony
Powell. How they inaucnad
me I c&t
even begin to guess. There is one other
writer I should probably
mention;
That’s Dr. Johnson. People either love
him or hate hi. I happen to love hi.
Despite his great fail&s he was a man
and titer
of mat courage. conwssion, and charity. He fought many
demons, and if he didn’t vanquish them
he wasn’t vanquished by them either.
But when I write. I’m not conscious of
either influence or theory. I didn’t study
literature. I am not. for instance, very
familiar with aiticai schools or the iitclkctual justification for contemporary
ways of &tln.g. I do not write from a
theoretical standpoint.
BIG: But you do wile av a moral&?
Va”derhseghe: I’d like to say no to that
because if I agree I run the risk of a” unpopular classification. I probably a”~,
though, eve” though I don’t set out with
the intmtion of “writing morally.” But
I probably do write out of a smsc of
some kind of universal justice, we”
though that justice may not be apparent.

._.._

I mea” I write in the hope of that, so in
that sense maybe I’m a “m6ral witcr.”
I” JOme of the storle3 I’ve written
rcvlewcrs dalm I show “the dark side of
human nature.” That may indicate s.
belief in original sin. By that I don’t
mean that I ncccswlly believe in the
i&a of man’s literal temptation and
literal fall, but that I believe human hb
ings arc not perfectible creatures. If we
accepted human lllitatlons,
the notion
of human Limitations, then perhaps,our
transgMsions wouldn’t be quite as large
as they sometimes arc. But when I sit
down to write a story that is all in the
back of my mind. The story is important
and I fed it shapes itself. But I suppose
no one can keep their convictions from
showing.
BiC: I don? think it’s w accident that
the last story in Man Descending en&
with one of your characters quoting
Kierkegaard on the subject of will:
“What ability there is in an individual
may be meawed by the yar&tick of
howfar there is between hir understanding and his will. ” Where do you think

will comes fmm?
Vanderhseghe: The whole question of
will is a very difticult one because ohviously some people have a greater
capacity to will than others. I don’t
know where it comer from. I assume it is
a gift like any other gift. And I cssune
that like other gifts it grows from being
aremired. But not everyone is give” an
equal amount.
BIG: You )oumc(& I take it, are w
agnostic, but you how what I’w heard
you describe as “0 _tidth in faith. ”

Va”derhseghe: Well, I thii
I’d pmbably go Rnther. I call myself a Chtisticn. Other Christians, however, may
not agree with me. But I think I am a
Christian of some kind - maybe a” e*
centric and anarchic one.
BIG: As opposed to (111insrirutionrrl one?
Vandcrhecghe: I don’t like to think of’
mpclf ln opposition to institutional
Christianity, although I’m highly a#cal
of it. I see great virtues in institutional
religion.
I think that institutional
religion is not merely. es we often think.
a dangerous force. It can also be a force
for great good. But as soo” as yo” start
typifying yourself or anything elsg you
see the other side of the win. I think it
was Kiakegaard who said that once the
crowd begins yelling a truth it becomes a
lie.
BIG: And Nieluche ~qyssomeplace that
truth is the lie that permits a species to
survive.

Vanderheeghe: Yes. I think that ls why
myths arc so important for society. They
arc always truer than “facts.”
BiC: I wnt to read you II cottmtuU I
read by Cyril Connolly recent& that
made rttc thhtk of your work. The
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quotadon is this: “II b dosing lime in
the gardens of the Wesf, and from now
on w arfkI wiU be judged only by the
rsommce OJ hk solitude or the quality
of hiF despair.”

V”“derhneghe: I would like to think
that’s “ot true. but it might be. That
stmement implies, at the very least,
uneasiness with our civlllzation. I never
guessed that showed in my wk.
I
rould say, with ell honesty, I “ever
thought my work bleak. But the
response to it has made me see that by
others’ standards it probably is. I know I
have Felt r kind of personal solitude, e
separation From the aspirations ad
ideals of my conten~porarles. When I say

that, I suspect it sounds self-pitying. It
isn’t. I’m satisfied with that solitude, at
times even pleased with it. I am not
without hope, however. I believe in the
importance of endurance and the stubborn refusal of men and women to submit to circumstances. That attitude sanetIFlfs our existence. But I don’t wmt to
suggest that tbe true indication of a
writer is his solitude. There &e great
writers who Feel intimately cotmected
with their societies. How a writer writes
realIy depends on whet v&Ion of the
world he has been g&n, and those visions he acquires. Circumstences, in
pert, hove determined how I see the
world. 0

FIRST NOVELS

A remarkable journal affirms the
capacity of victims of unprecendented barbarism
to regenerate their own humanity

By PAUL WILSON
‘:

IS A small KW” on the edge
of the Stamberger See, e lake set in the
rolliy sub-Alpine Bavarian countryside
south of Munich. It la one of the most
beautiful places in Europe; so beautiful,
in Fact, that today Germans voluntarily
accept levier wages in exchange For thP
privilege of living there. It was in this
picture-postcard
landscape that the
Nazis built hundreds of co”centration
canps, whose names have largely been
Forgotten. though they were Frequently
es bad as or worse than the larger, more
notorious camps. When the Second
World WY ended in Europe in May,
1945, a bend of half-dead me” and
wo”te”who had survived Hitler’s “Final
Solution” straggled into FeldeFIng and,
under the benevolent suoervision of the
American army and the i]N Refigee and
Relief Administration, gmduelly nursed
their battered bodies and souls beck to
health.
Feldnfing,
by Simon
Schochet
(November House, 175 pages, 58.95
paper),is about the slow and painful TD
entry into normal life of this small group
of survivors. It ls one of the most
remarkable books one Holoceust theme
I have read, not because it deals with a
little-know” aspect of the war; but
bec”use without ignoring the brutality of
Nezlsm it Focuses on the artonlshing
capacity of human bein& - eve” vicFEUMNNG

.I_

rims of an unprecedented barbarism to regenerate their own humanity when
the proper conditions For it are provided.
As the lowat circle in the totalitarian
hell, concentration
camps are tbe
ultimate perversion of the collectivist
ethic: individual will is violently.reprased and uniformity is absolute Yet immediately upon being released, the
Feldaflngers
began to become individuals agaln. What is more, they
revelled in their individuality. cherished
it and enwureged it in each other. At the
same time - end these two espects are
obviously related - e strong sense of
community
developed among them.
They were constantly doing littIe things
to make each othw Feel better. One of
the M”,
For example, would Flirt
shamelessly
with all the” women.
Schochet’s anonwnous narrator wee oat
off by tbll until he realized the man&s
in Fact helpiing to rehabllitete these DOOL
emaciated women, who had probably
been raped many, many times, by showing than the warmth of e normal sexual
advance end enabling them to think of
themselves as desirable again. Another
inmate, a commercial photographer,
took picQres of the Feldatingers and
retouched them mesterfully to make
them appear es they would like to be
seen.
Neither
the Flirt “or the
photographa
wee being honest by sb-
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solute standards. but tbe Feldefingers
needed what they were offering es much
es their battered bodies needed decent
Food and MI.
Schochet’s book is Full of such details.
anecdotes, character sketches, retlep
tions, and observations which, Lake”
together, give us an unusually intimate
perspective on the wer. Apert Fmm its
many other virtues, it contains infonnaLion seldom Found anywhere else, such
as the Nezi scheme to exterminate the
Gypsies, or the existence of post-wer
pogroms in Poland.
The author. a Polish Jew nowllvingin
the United Stetu. experienced much of
whathe describes. He has written thii
book es e journal or diary. and though it
may seem misleading to call it a novel, it
ls fEti0” in the same sense that Swift’s A
Journal of the Plague Year is tiction: a
helghteened, imaginative reconstruction
of something that actually happened.
Despite its direct, economical style,
Feldqting so teems with life that its proportions seem epic. And like all epics, it
serves to remind us of our humanity.
Nazism wes a revolutionary ideology
with the absolute duns&
on human
nature that all revolutionary ideologies
make. But home” nature. it would seem,
is reactionary, and when people are suddenly released From the clutch of absolute danands they quickly revert to
their old, everyday virtues and vices. I”
the wake of totellterianlsm’s monstmos
pemdy of human nature es “perfectable
or else.” these little stnmgths and
weaknesses appear not only es infinitely
preFerable qualities. but as the very stuff
and substance of civi!iration. IF you Feel
you “ever weot to read another
Holocaust best-seller, I urge you at least
to read Peidqting.
Under the Moon, by Jane Buche”
(McClelland % Stewrt,
257 pages,
$18.95 cloth), is an dxample of what ten
happen when fiction is deliberately used
es a vehicle to persuade the reader that
the author is right or that something in
particular is wrong. Even in the hands of
greet writers the results are almost
elweys second-rate. Buche” may have
been appalled by conditions in Ontario’s
nursing homed - and From all accamts
the conditions need medying
- but
that is not enough to save her novel From
B lllp story line (two F&y old ladies
contrive to make the best of a bad
thing),
flat characterizations
(the
heroines me treated es interesting only aa
they react to their surroundings), and
some amtoying stylistic habits that any
editor who wes awake should have cut.
My main dispute, however, is not with
Buchan’s ability to write but with her
choice of genre. A good non-fiction 80
wunt of the author’s search for a
suitable home For her maiden eunts,
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which apparently provided the book’s
immediateinspiration, would have been
far nmreinteresting,and had greaterim-

are better in the long run. The
book’s ending is really a new beginning
and thus, while not breaking any new
a Mti

ground stylistically, In Search of April
Raintree does open up a potentially rich
territoryfor furthere.xp10rati0n.0

p.setCuWell.

Comeback, by Canadian singer and
song-writer Dan Hill (seal Books, 310
pages. S7.95 paper), is a saccharincoated but essentiallysleazy novel about
his car& back in orbit by com&ing
statutory rape. The book is supposed to
draw on rhe real-lifedetails of showbiz,
but the style and the morslity are strictly
pulp f&cm.
In &arch of April k~lntree, by
Beatrice Culleton (Pemmican Publications. 228 pages. 53.95 paper), is an
almost artlesslytold story of two M&is
sisters who are separated fmm their
alcoholic parems and each other by the
Children’s Aid Society when they are
scarcelycapable of understandingwhat
is happening to them. The narratw,
April Raintree, is dominated by% cruel
foster mother and, attributing her
misery partly to race, she is detezmined
can.

April’s younger sister, Cheryl, is
luckier in her placement, and she
developsinto a bright, outgoinggirl who
is proud of her Metisheritageand determined 10 do something about the legacy
of miserythat white civilization has IeII
her people. April marries a white
businessman from Toronto, the marriage collapses, and she returnsto Winnipeg to re-establisha life with hasister,
only to fmd that Cheryl, shnned by the
dimvery that their father is a helpless
wastrel, has turned to drink and pm.+
rllution. After a horrifyingd&muement,
April deiennines at last to embraceher
real heritage.
There is a striking similarityof tone
and theme betweenthis book and Maria
Campbell’s Iia~reed, written more
than a decadeago: a woman’ssearchfor
identity and her struggle to ovawe
degradationand exist in harmony with
mo vastly differentworlds, both potentially her own by birthright. The M&is
are recognized as one of Camida% native
peoples, but genetically and historically,
of course, they are more than that. In a
sense they are the epitome of Canadian

history, a mingling of the blood and
traditionsof Europe v&h the aboriginal
people of this antinent. Their search
for the undiicoveredconscienceof their

race, therefore, is an important one.
In choosing fust to be white, April
Raintree was, in a sense, being as

Two Studies go beyond conventional
criticism by devising new ways to mediate
between the text and the reader

By KARL JIRGENS

pbenomenological schools of criticism,
H&J! Bouraaui end Robert Kroetscb
have exolved their own unique sysbzms.
By refusing to allow the mmventional
separation between crearivity and
criticism, they question not only the
genericdefnition of criticismbut also its
onto-linguistic rwXs. Perhaps the
great& influence on borh has been

acknowledge their pluralistic background and their subjective methodology, thus uncwer pleasures of the text
in works that have until now resisted
more traditionalanalysis.

Hedi Bouraoufs The CrilicnlStmleev.
sub-titled Mdiatrlrsr @CW Press. 146
pages, $9.95 paper), reveals as much
about his criticalstance as it does about
the texU he responds to. The c.ollection
is divided into 13 chapters,of which the
first two argue convir&gly for a new
criticalfeedom. Bouraoul says that “the
dream of every critic, as of every
creator. is Lomove beyond mediation ta

appmacbes a variety of diflicult ques-
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and stage, and the biographical possibilities in criticalwork.
Bouraoui has philosophical affinltles

into.uncompmmisingpractice.Using his

April’s chances for dififti
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Bouraoui’s approach does present
some problems. For the unlnitlated
reader it can obscure aspects of tbe text
as much as reveal them. However, for a
reader aLleapt partly exposed to cow.%tional criticism and perhaps with some
ideas on structurakm, the rewards are
considuable. Another hurdle is the fact
that portions of this collection are in
French, since Bouraoui refused to cornpromise by offering translations. While
this may seem to be a form of literary
suiciie. we have to respect the integrity
of a critic who rrfnses to disavow lhe
duality of our culture.
Boumoid also examines tbe works of
F&&ric Baal. L&i Strauss, Edouard
Gllssant, Michel Butor. and Helen
Welnzweig. He looks 81 a wide range of
experiments in language dealing wltb
arrangement of lelters. words, and
sente”ces on the page, aspects of

typography, experimental paragraph
structures, sequentiality of pages,
fragmentation of concepnml flow, the

‘liberation: to be not merely the revealer
and interpreter of existing tmlh, but the
creator of new truths and a new on&.”
For the next nine chapters he puts theory

disparate artists as-John Cage,
Burroughs, and Samuel Beck&t. He aJso

-_~-_

question. In fact, it invites a further
response fmm the reader.

about this entrapment beyond being
aware of it. Denida’s notion is akin to
the concepts of langa and parole put
fonvard by Saussure and advanced by
Barthes. Both Bowaoui and Kmerscb

sympathies are obviously with Cheryl,
and yet there is a strong suggestion that

.,-,-

with his personal response to the texts in

locked into a philosophical-linguistic
framework that was initiated by the
early Greeks. There is little we can do

unorthodox creative-critical method,
Bouraoui presents unprecedented rev&

-.-.- - ..--* .. ...s

engagement with the texts results in *

sympathetic and exemplaryresponse to
otherwise obrcure passages. Further.

Jacques Derrlda’s notion that we am

faithful 1c.a part of her heritageas her
sister, who identified with the native
component of M&&hood. Cullelon’s
survivalas

tions involving developments in experimental theatre. Boumoui’s subje,
live analysis includes both implicit and
explicit argument: explicit in regardto
weaknessesand strengthsin the texts in
question; implicit insofar as Boumoui’s

T~miw.GENc6of radically different appmacbep to language in many of today’s
innovative writers has created a demand
for a new style of criticism. Taking their
cues from the French s!_ructumlisr
and

wivithHeidegger. Nietzsche, and Husserl.
He picks up where Ihab Hassan leaves
off. While bls approach may be creative,
his mastery of the subject is impressive.
This may be because a critic attackbxg
the cultural status quo CaImOLafford ld
make mlslakes. Bouraoul .makes no
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and always delights in the play of
his presentadon.
Robert Kmetsch’s wllection. endrIed
Fsmys. appears i” the current issue of
Qpen leller (edited by Frank Davey and
bp Nichol. Coach House Press, !iRh
series, No. 4, 124 pages, 34.50 paper).
Through his unique approach to critical
language. Kroetsch preserves Lhe
kinetics of the mOment of composition.
Unsatisfied
with conventional
approaches, he reinvents language ln
errors

“the narrative, adhering r; old &“Imars, refuses the excitement of its own
lallguagc.” His essays arc littered with
tangential argrmenls, anecdotes, aulobiogmphieal entries, puns, and jokes.
His onto-linguistic background can be
traced to Heidegger, Willgentsteln,
Nietzsche, Freud. and Lacan, incorporating these with his own unique point
of vlev: and applying it lo a wide variety
of Canadian texts.
Throughout the 14 essays Lhal make
up this collection, he addresses such
issues as the American influence on
Canadian culiure. the erotic dislectlc of
space, the need to take greater risks ln
our approach to language. and the
development of the long poem form. In
the course of these analyses he refers to a
plethora of writers including such earlier
artists as Grove and Lowry, establlled
writers such as Davies and Laurence,
and more experimental creators, includiy Bow&g, Iiodglns, Nichol, and
Ondaatje. His allusions and references
aTe numemus, arising From a variety of
culmral biases. He devotes consldemble
attention to several important mch
Canadian writers, notably Gabrlelle
ROY.
While all this may sound as if
of pantheon or canon oi Canadian
\rrriling, he ls not. In Fact, he argues
strongly agahst such a notion. He is
concerned wit.1 m-inventing “ur, mythologv in order to arrive at a greater sense
of cultural identity. He Focuseson quastlons of language and the Factthat when
brought to the Foreground, it becmnes
the subject itself. He extols Lhevirtue of
the oral tradition, the notion of versions
of myths, and the concept of new beginnings. At the same time he opposes the
idea of l&s or closure. Hll Denidean
deconslructlons not only shift the centre
of auentlo” in the books he holds up For
scrmlny, but also rr-align his ow” posldon as a critic and w&r.
There is one problem that exists
within a number of thmc essays: while
he opposesclosure.he alsowithholds
conclusions in his literary-crilical
speculatlcms. In many inslances the
reader must complele the thoughts that
Kmeach initiates. While this permits

readers 1” arrive at their own conduslons, some will fti his silence, or
absence, disrurbll.
Neverfheless, a
reader who ls seeking Freshinsights into

a vviety of Canadian texts - ones that
have already suffered From less sensitive
rexill
- will find this collection a
stimulating expuie”ce. 0
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In which we opine our dearth of dreams,
art, film scripts, and privacy, and recall all
patients of psychoanalysis since 1897

By MORRIS

WHAT, PRAY nxh
does it say about us
thal The Oxford Book of Dreans (OXFord. 268 paps, $20.95 cloth) contains
not one Canadian Dream? (Most of the
book’s contents. we’re told, derives
From “the literatures of Europe and
North Anwlca.“) Is il a joke? It
reminds ma of Encydopedi~ Brilannica’s entry on Canada, which invites
readers to “see also Visual Arts,
Western:’ and when one’ does so.
there’s nolhing there on Canada. No
dreams. No art. What ls the world to
make of us? And at tha-rate at which
Oxford books of this and thaf roll off
the presses, presumably we’ll so”” have
a” O&rdBook OfOxlordBooks. Ii so,
I vote Fortie non-inclusion of Stephen
Brook’s OMord Book of L+m.
The
categories into w&h Brook divides and
subdivides his malerial are hopelessly inadequate, and the whole project is nude
to seem Far less interesting than I could
have dreamed possible. Charles Dickens

book. He wonders-wh&r
w&?rs of
flctlon aver dream of their own creadons: “I never dream of my of my own
~ehamte.rs,” he writes, “and I ieel it ls
so impossible that I would wager Scott
never dld of his, real as they are.”
A PRIYA~EPI(ESSls ““a whose owner
does most or all of the work involved in
the production of tine, non-commercial
printed material. The owner usually supports his or her wing habit in some
other way. The number of private
presses la Canada grows each year. Now
we have Clnadia” Prlvale Presses In
Print. 1984 edition, compiled by and
available imm Lyndsay Dobson Books,
Box 285, Grhnsby, Ontario L3M 4G3
(unpaginatad, $19.00 cloth). This handsomely produced catalogue (in a” edition of 215 copies) lists books, broadsides, posters. pamphlets, and ephemera
available From 28 privateand lnstirutional presses acmss Canada. One of the

WOLFE

bits of decoration in the catalogue is a
statenmm of the Pen & Press’s “House
Rules For Punctuation: We set type as
long as we can hold ““I breath, and the”
we put in a amma. When we yaw”, we
pm in a semi-colon. And when we wish
to light up our pipe, we start a new
Paragraph.”
I REQN~Y received one of those Form
letlets From a celebrity - this time
Sylvia Tyson - urging me to send
money in support of a worthy cause thll thne World Literacy of Canada. “Illlwacy; wile.5 Tyson, “is an open invitation to exploitation
and oppression.” But so to”. of course. is
literacy. As Jacques Bllul puts it in A
Crifique of the New Commonplons.
“the Fact of knowing how to read ls
nothing; the whole point is knowing
what tn read.” Most of us aren’t so
much literate as semi-literate - lilemte
enough t” be exploked by the political
and economic powers-that-be. Having
delivered that brief senno”, I’ll now pul
my cheque 1” World Literacy ln the
mail. The address is 692 Coxwell
Avenue. Toronto, Out., M4C 386.
BR~F COMMENTS
DN three recent fdms
based on Canadian books: The Wurs,
Never
Cry Wolf, and Maria
Chapdelaine. In each case the script is
something of a problem. The Wars,
dimcted by Robin Phillips, works well, I
suspecl, only For those who have read
the novel. Others will find it too elilptical. It’s the case of a theatre dire&r,
accustomed to worki”g with audiences
with
text.
Familiar
the
bringing fhat sensibiliry to fti. As a
result. Phillips overshoots his mark. At
least so Far as appealing to a wider a”dience is concerned. Maybe Timothy
Rndley was rhe wrong person to adapt
his powerful novel m the screen. The
trouble with Never Cru Wolf is that
clnenmrographer Carroll Ballard con-
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tinually gets in the way of direetor Carroll Ballard. (The same thing is true to a
lesser extent of his earlier fdm. The
Black Stallion.) Never Cry ivolfis much
too concerned with being pretty, and not
enough concerned with being clear. I
had to go back to Fader Mowat’s book
to make sure I understood a number of
points about the wolves behaviour.
AZaria Cltapdelalne is probably the best
of the three films, but its script had me
vwnied for the fist half how or so
when too much WBSgoing on. and I got
confused. 1 wondered if director Gilla
Carle had forgotten that it was Hemon
he was dlrecting
and not Hebert
(Aiwnouraska. say). But things finally
settled down and, as usual, Cark provides us with a wnderful sense of time
and plarc. The bat-scripted Canadian
film oi 19S3 may torn out to be The
Terv Fox Stow, a film that could have
been awful, but is actually quite good.
txx A DAYgoes by now without a book
or article or news item on the subject of
computers and privacy. There recently
appeared on page seven of the Toronto
Globe and Mall an article titled “The
right to privacy in computerized world.”
What seems increasingly dear is that the
words “computer” and “privacy” are
mutually esclusive; whether we like it or
not, we’re going to have to conform to
the needs of the compler. The articles
and reports on the subject all sell to be
part of a softening-up process. We’re
&nvIy being encouraged to accept the
view that concern about privacy is redly
just a silly hang-up. It’s not something
sophisticated
people should worry
about. As one friend put it when I expressed concern. “What have you got to
hide, tiyxay?”
No ONE tNTERESTBD i” intelleclud
history and politics (to say nothing of intellectual backbiting) will want to miss
Janet Malcol”?s fine two-part artide
“Trouble in the Archives,” which appeared in the December 5 and 12 issues
of the New Yor!;er. Malcolm continues
her exploration of psychoanalysis begun
in The impossible Pro/wion.
Two
renegade scholars profiled by Makoh”
ague that Freud made a crucial error in
IS97 when he postulated the Oedipal and
castration
complexes
and wrongly
discarded his Theory of Seduction. The
sterility of the psychoanalytic movement
today, these scholars suggest, is largely
due to that early error. (AI1 patients
treated by Freudian analysts since the
turn of the century will now have to be
recalled.) The turmoil into which the
psychoanalytic
community
has been
thrown by these revelations is wondrous
to behold. I’m sore we’ll be hearing
much more about this.0
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HEU H*lW no fury like a writer scorned,
and Wayne Grady no doubt expresses
the collective furv of the CanLit industrv
in being
omitted
from Michael
Stapleton’s Combrkigt?Guide to English
Litemture (December). What grounds
does he have for his wrath? How much
Canadian writing can be truly said to
belong to English Literature?.After all,
perhaps Stephen Leacock and Lucy
Maud Montgomery are the only Canadian literary writers to be popular outside their own country for more than a
generation. No doubt Stapleton is not
well-informed on Canadian writing; but
then who outside of Canada is?
Grady touches on absurdity when he
suggests that details of Shakespeariana
might b.e profitably omitted I” order to
provide room for some contemporary
Canadians. I susptxt that evea Grady is
BWBT~ that Shakespeare is regarded
throughout the w&l as the scpreme
writer of 6”glish Literature, so that even
fairly minor characters in his plays are
widely studied. When, in 350 years,

as of-the greatest literary importance, it
will be time enoueh to comdain of their
omission from di&xtaries bf literature.
One fears that Grady’s views represent a cummo” assnmpti6n in Canadian
letters, namely thal many of our contemporary
writers have reached an

tc.

Canadian
edition
edited by EarIe
Birney.”
Does that mean that the act of edition
was Canadian because Birney is? DOESit
m&an, by the way, that poems exist only
when published? Does it mea that the
Lowry poems I bought in 1962 in San
Francisco are in a forged publication? I
bought the book at City Liits Books.
The book appears to be part of City
Lights’s Pocket Poet series. Was I
duped? A further question: if the
amtoyed Wayne Grady ir wrong about
other people being wrong, is he wong
about his being right elsewhere in the
review? Is there perhaps no such things
as The Cambridge Guide to English

Litemtwe?
Ed Pmto
Va”COUVeI
I REPER TO

errors in the enlries about Canadian
writers. If it would be any consolation.
Grady should hunt up what British
reviewers were unanimous
in saying
about the quality of this work. Suffice it
Lo say that his annoyance becomes the
rmldest of leniency by comparison with
theirs. The University Press of the Other
Place brings out its revised Companion
to En&h Litemtun next year (edited
by Margaret Drabble); and 1 think one
may safely expect the hiiest standard
of reliability from that.
C.M. Chadwick
Representative, the British Council
Ottawa

THE EDITORS REC~MULWD

wait-for

th; tardy r&ognitibn of
mankind. Effective criticism of leading
contemporaries is, therefore, very rare.
and quality suffers accordingly. CanLit
studies have too much adopted the
Hollywood “dream factory” approach
to native endeavours, so that we stand
llow as far from the threshold of English
Literature as ever.
Kevin McCabe
Hamilton, Ont.
t HAVS BEEN reading Wayne Grady’s
review of The Cambridge Guide to

Engll-sbLltemtwe and rather enjoying
his pique caused by that book’s ignorance of Canadian writing. He must
have been really annoyed, because he

of other -folks,

too. But I
wonder whether there might be a little
uncomfortable irony here. Grady iays
Malcolm Lowry’s poems “exist only in a
norance

Wayne Grady’s revkw of the

Cambridge Guide to Bnglish
Lltemtwe in which he drew attention to
new

THE ~0wwtNo
Canadian books were
reviewed in the previous issue of Books
in Canada. Our recommendations don’t
necessarily reflect the reviews:
FIcrION
Through the Byes or a Cal: Irkh stories.
by S&a” Vb’go. Sono Nis. Written over a
brilliam undercoating of ancimt history
and “wth. Virgo’s allusive storia gain, not
tale, by their ambiguity. We u”dersta”d
the character. the mood - if not the
backgmund - and the unsolved riddle
enhances tbc metaphor.
NON-FICTION

Canada: The Ultimate Challenge. by
Al Burgess and Iim Palmer. Stoddan. A”
extraordInary record of tbe tlawzd. fatal,
19gZ assault on Mount Everest. in which
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the lortitude. tolerance, Smce, and good
humour of the hi&atdwide Sherpas by far
ourrhines the unpkaranlncsr of the strife
torn Canadian team.

-.. .___...

0 Sktoon, SK
0 BnouSh, NP
- Ores1 Cochkanoff,

Halifax

Cl Wright, ON
0 Metric, LB
- Mrs. GE. Clerihew, Vancouver

aNWITlv0.90

0 Hay. BC
0 Tampa, NS
- Bernard Trotter, Kingrlon, Gnt.
0 Polarity, NS
- Joan McGrath. Toronto
FIRST ~tiw.~ w.a lite beer. Now Roz
Chast. B cartoonist for theNew Yorfw,
has come up \vith tile books - condensaticms that take all the calories oul of
heavyweight reading. (Chast’s Anna
I:arenina L/&is reprinted, in its entirety,
above.) Contestants are invited to compose similarly liihtweight versions of
well-known wei2bty tomes. The prize is
$25. Deadline: March 1. Address: CanWit No. 90, Books in Canada, 366
Adelaide Street East, Toronto MSA
3s9.

0 Bar. PQ
- l’tichard Parker, Liverpool, N.S.
0 Kilo.LB
- Claire Anderson,

Lucan, Ont.

OUR REQUESTfor postal-code placenames brought a flood of entries from
NS to BC and points in between. The
r+mer is Joan Rouse of Toronto for a
list that includes:
0
0
0
;

Eden.BC
Picture. SK
Asterisk. NB
;aliaTp

0
0
0
0

Edwad, LB
Split, NS
Anee. MB
Trudeau. PE
- David J. Paul, Lucan, Ont.

Classified
rates: 86 per line (40
characters to the Ilne). DeadlIne: first of
the month for issue dated following
month. Address: Books in Cahada Class.
Ifled. 366 Adelaide Street East, Toronto
M6A 3X9. Phone: (416) 362-6426.
OLD AND RARE BOOKB. Canadiana
Calalogues.
Heritage
Books, 666
Palmerston Ave., Toronto, Ontario MBG
252
USED LAW BOOKB. 30 day free exam
Instlon. Write J.L Heath, 66 Isabella St.
0105, Toronto M4X lN3.822.0849.
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IN THE MODE
Computers and creativity: the state of the art
By Paul Wilson

CRITICS’

CHOICE

A review of the Oqford Companion to Canadian Literature
By Rupert Schieder

SOLE ATTRACTION
A review of David Helwig’s novel, The Only Son
By George Gait

Plus reviews of new books by Kristjana Gunnars, Guy Vanderhaeghe,
Bill Schermbrucker, and an interview with Irving Layton

Available in better
bookstores everywhere
or delivered directly
to your home.
Ten times a year.
Shouldn’t you subscribe now?
-_-------__---__--___--___i
I Yes. I’d like to subxilx
I
; Name
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I
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Posml code
I
I
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I
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PRICE 512.95 A YEAR
I
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ILLUSTRATEDBOOKS
ONTARIO,
LorraineMonk . .

CELESTIAL NAVIGATION,
Paulette Jiles
.
$12.95 (paper)
MOUNTAlNTEAANDOTHERPOEMS,
PeterVanlbom
.
$12.95 (paper)

CELEBRATBOURCITY,

ON WRITING

InnaineMonkandBatbataAmiel,Edimrs
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12.95(paper)

THECANADIANWRITERSMARKEI-SeventhEd.,
Eileen-ma
n
...
.
..
$9.95 (paper)

BIOGRAPHlE§

HOWTOWRITEA
Richard Rohmer

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95 (cloth)
‘ME~RONTOBOOK:Cin,ofNeighboumoods,
Majorie Harris
. . . . . . . . . . . $16.95 (cloth)

BANTING,
MiihaelBlhs ....................
THEGALXS:AC.anadianOd~ey,~LII,
HamiltonTimothy ................

$9.95 (paper)

McndecniRichler ..................

HOMESWEETHOME:MyCanadianAlbum,

GOLD,SILVERANDSTRATEGICMETAlS
TheCompletelnvestmentGuid~
PeterCCdti
...................
$19.95(cIorh)
fM;EPEC’LATIONS:
WOMEN & AGING,
......................
$19.95(ckxh)
MODERN CANADA-1930_198LTs.~l. V,
MichaelS.CmssandGregmyS.Kealey,
Editcus ..........................
$9.95 (paper)
THEPLANIVERSB,
$~ggerD:
.............
$12.95 (paper)
$19.95 (cloth)

$19.95 (cloth)
$19.95 (cloth)

$19.95 (cloth)
ANDHERESHOWTHINGSLGOK
TODICKSMYTH.
DickSmyth ......................
$9.95 (paper)
ESSAYSINCANADIANBUSINESSHISTORY,
Tom Tmver ......................
$12.95 (paper)

JUSTFOR FUN
THETORONTOPIJULEBOOK
JohnFnbertColombo ...............
EVERYBEAR’SLIFEGUIDE.
Bridgid Herridge ...................

$8.95(paper)
$7.95 (paper)

FlCTlON
LOVE Is A LONG SHOT.
Ted Allan .......................
$16.95(cloth)
PIECESOFDREAMS.
ChadorteUle
Allen ...............
$18.95 (clorh)
THEQUESI’ING BEAST
RichardH&wt ...................
$19.95(&h)
WINDFROMACROSSTHE RIVER,
Michael Jacot .....................
WHERETHERESAWILL
....
EdmudPhillips ...................

$18.95(cloth)

$18.95(cloth)
THERESEANDPIERREITEANDTHELI-ITLE

POETRY

HANGING ANGEL,

BOOKOFMERCY,
LeonatdCohen, ...................

$14.95 (cloth)

The Paperbacks

MichelTwnblay ..................

MARKED BYTHE WILD,
BruceLitaljohn andJonFkarce,Edimrs
..............................
$9.95
WR,T,NGS AND RwLmONS,
lb&rick Haig-BRnvn...........
$11.95
CLAWSRCCK
William Fbe. ................
$12.95
85 mburaGl&ck &whiteilluwrsrimu
THE
EXPLORATION
OF
.............................
1’8’95 NORTHERN CANADA,
z”tNEGHTER
CHILDREN,
Alan Cde and Clive Holland
.............................
.............................
DISCOVERY OF INSULIN,

IBIiir .................
)idmME “E MOUNIAlNS,
....................

1”‘95

TROUBLE WITH PRINCESSES,
ChristieHarris
DravinpbyLb+ Ttii...........
37.95
MOUSE WOMAN AND
THE MISCHIEF-MAKERS.
Christie Harris
DrawingsbyDoughrZi~
...........
57.95

$19.95

CANADIAN FAVOURITES

$12.95 gtIR;”
$9.95

$12.95(paper)

ReprintsYouHaveBeen WaitingFor

FROM THE Hm
NationalMuseumsofCanada
1554-mlourand136Mack& whiteillwar+
6,X,S.........................
914.95
ALBERTFRANCK;
HISLl”~TIME5 &WORK,

_---.

.

$24.95 (cloth)

Canadian~menandTheirSegregated Work,
PatAnnsuongandHughA~stmng.
... $9.95 (paper)

-E

..

E.!%AYSANDCOI#~ENTARIES

THEDOUBLBGHFITO:

JohnSttaimn .....................

.

$24.95 (cloth)

NOAFFCTION

TheCanadianGuldemEsmtePlanning,
AtthutDtache ...................
THEHUNTINGANIMAL,
FranklinRussell ..................
OFWOMENANDADVERTISING,

BESTSELLER.

Fmm the aurhm of THE INCREDIBLE
JOURNEY .....................
$7.95

(&+$

McClelland and Stewart
The Canadian Publishers
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